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Plan Variety Show

Plans for staging a musical variety
show at Van Meter auditorium this
month was 'announced yesterday by
officials of the Bowling Green Boys
club,
Arrangements for the production.
the date of which is to be announced
later. are being made by O. V. Clark
Jr.. Mrs. Audrey 'J ackson, Mrs.
Charles Garvin and Mrs. James
Searcy.
Russell H. Miller has been enlisted
to direct the Show. Mrs. Pearl Rutledge. director of the Bowling Green
School of the Dance. wHi be in
charge of dancing and choregraphy
and David LiVingston, director of
the Red and Gray orchestra at
Western, is assisting with the music.
Auditions for all types of local entertainers. including singers. dancers,
comedians. musicians and those who
do specialty numbers, are to begin
this week.
Persons intere8ted in partiCipating
in the show have been requested to
contact Mr. Miller today by telephoning No. 220B-J. He also may
be contacred from 15 to 6 p.m. tomorrow or Tuesday.

Pa..\'"k Ci~y Da.il r News
Oc:.t. I, 195'0

War Memorial Boys Club To
Benefit From Variety Show

MUSIC WILL be furnished by
Dave Livingston, director of Western's Red and Gray orchestra. His
repertoire for the show will include
such ever-popular Dixieland numbers as "Darkness on t11e Delta",
songs from "Showboat", "MissiSSippi
Mud", and "Basin Street Blues."
Pearl Rutledge. director of the
Park City School ot the Dance, will
direct the choreography. She is utilizing the students in her dancing
classes to interpret scenes calling for
tap, the Charleston, square dancing,
jitter-bugging. and many specialty
numbers.
Joe Kimbrough. who has gained
n:uch experience in productions of
the Western Players and the Players
Guild. will have a major part in the
show. He is also serving as publicity
artist.
Rehearsals are now under way at
Van Meter Auditorium. "Southside U.
S. A." is expected to draw a capacity
audience on October 26th. and consideration is being given to presenting the show In Franklin. Scottsville,
Smiths Grove. and other towns. AdProminent in the stellar group of entertainers assembled in the cast mission will be $1.00 plus tax; 50c
of "Southside U. S. A." are Joe Kimbrough of Bowling Green and for general and student admission.
June B. West of Covington. Ky. "Southside U. S. A." is an original
musical revue to be presented on October 26. Russell H. Miller is in
charge of production, Pearl Rutledge. choreography. Otto Mattei,
Pa.\"'k Cd:.y Dctl'y NeU)~
musical director, and David Livingston, orchestration. All proceeds
are for the benefit of the Bowling Green Boys' Club.
OC!. t. 13, 196"0

By Andrey Jackson
"Southside U. S. A." wlll be the
first show of its kind ever produced
in southern Kentucky. And it promises to provide much of the glamour and glitter of a Broadway production on opening night to the hundreds of lcieal people who will view
the variety show at Van Meter Auditorium on October 26.
"'he show is under the direction of
Russell H. Miller of the English
department at Western Kentucky
State College. and is under the sponsorship of a special committee of the
War Memorial Boys' Club to raise
funds for that organization. Committee members are O. V. Clark. Mrs.
Charles Garvin, Mrs. John Jackson.
and Mrs. James Searcy.

Auditions Set
For Benefit
Show Here
Final aUditions are to be received
,tomorrow night for partiCipants in
th~, bell~flt show. "Southside U. S.
A, . Which will be given Oct. 26 at
Van Meter auditorium to aid the
Bowling Green War Memorial B
club.
oys
?ancers, singers and other entertamers to be cast in the musical
revue. are being selected by Russell
H. MIller. dramatics coach at Western S,tate College; David Livingston. dIrector of the Red and Gray
Orch~stra. and Mrs. Pearl Rutledge. dIrector of Park City School ot
Dance.
The musical show is to feature
popular music written in and about
the South.
, Settings for the production are
being created by Hal Gomer and
June Carroll Lewis. Joe Kimbrough
Martha Helen Long and Betty Hern~
dobler are in charge ot costumes.
O. V. Clark Jr .• Mrs. Audrey Jackson. Mrs. Charles Garvin and Mrs.
James Searcy are members of the
Boys ,club committee promoting the
benefIt production.

=

of the show. Mr. Mattei, who has his
M. A. degree in music from the
Eastman School of Music. recently
returned to Bowling Green; and has
agreed to oversee the musical portions of the forthcoming production.

EVEN THE TITLE of the show.
originated by Russell Miller who has
directed many enjoyalJle Western
Players' and Players' Guild productions. is remlnescent of a popular
Broadway show. Like "Inside U. S.
A .... which starred the inimitable Bea
Lillie and Jack Haley. "Southside
IT. S. A." will have its stars special
costumes, stage settings. specialllght
effects, and music.
"Southside U. S. A." is a musical
variety show developed by Mt'. Miller
wno for the past several summers
ha~ added to his theatrical knowledge with study at Columbia Univer"ity jn New York City. He appeared in one major production in the
East this year, and attended many
other shows. In "Southside U. S. A."
Mr. Miller invites the audience on a
mythical tour of the South. He has

selec ted a cast of sixty local persons
drawn from the schools of the city
and from the general public. to participate in a number of song and
dance sequences.
Otto Mattei. former music student
at Western Kentucky State College,
has been selected as musical director

I'

Work On Benefit Production

J

O. V. Clark Jr.

Frank Bacon

"Southside U. S. A .... the original , tainers Is under the direction of I
musical rV?e ~ be offered in Van Russell H. Miller, with o tto Mattei t
Meter Audltonwn on October 26 as as musiaal director Pearl Rutledge
a benefit pr~duction for the .Bowlir:g as choreographer, ~nd David LivGreen ,BoyS Club presents m kalel- ingston as accompanist, O. V. Clark
doscoplc pIcture the South In sor: g Jr.. of Bowling Green. and Frank
and dance. Most of the truly Amen- Bacon Western senior from Madican contr~butions to t~~ natl0r:·s . sonville. are developing the continu- I
folk dancmg have ongmated m ity for the production
southern localities-the Charleston.
.
. _._ _ _ _ __
the Delta Stomp. the Black Bottom.
the Heebie Jeebies. Jitterbug, and
the ever-popular square dance. CyPQ.l"k City DQ.i1y News
cles in musical trends have included
ragtime. jazz. sweet. blues. swing,
OC!..t. 1'5,I')So
jive. boogie-woagie. bebop. "Southside U. S. A," attempts to capture
in contrast the varying moods and
styles of American popular music.
This variety show featuring some
of Bowling Greens' favorite enter-

I

Clizen~

"Southside, U. S: A." Is the title of a. local tale nt, fast moving production to be presented Thunday evening at 8:15 at l "a.nmeter a uditorium on the Western Kentucky College campus.
The a,pproximately 60 local residents who are participating In this production are contrlbutinC
their time for the benefit of the loca l Boys Club which Is to receive the proceeds of the entertainment.
In recognition of their efforts, the American National Bank salutes all participants and their directors as "Citizens of the Week" and urges the public to give support to a worthy cause by attending the presentation.
In the picture, Russell Miller; David Livingston and Pearl Rutledge are shown going over some of
the details of the entertainment they are directing. Otto Mattei, who has ll-ssisted in planning and
direc ting " Soutl1sld e, U. S. A.", was not present When the picture was made.
An evening of fine entertainment Is promised all who attend and tickets may be obtained at
C. D. S. No.6, P earson's Drug, Royal Music Store and the Bursar's office at Western.

Safe And Friendly

Since 1886

PQ.~k Ci+y Da.ily
Oct.
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"Southside U.S.A." Is Thursday Night
"Southside U. S. A .... an original
musical revue, arranged and directed
by Russell H . Miller, is to be pre sented Th ursday night, October 26,
at 8 :15 p .m. in Van Meter auditorium. Choriography is oy Pearl
Rutledge and orchestr atiQn by David 'Livingston.
P rogram proceeds will go to the
War Memorial Boys' Club, which
has recently been organized. Per sonnel of the cast has been drawn
largely from Western.
Song a nd Dan ce
The nature of the program is a
connected series of son g and dance
numbers highlighting the styles and
moods of American popular music
during the past fifty years.
On the technical staff are June
Carol Lewis and Hal Gomer, designers of settings; Joe Kimbrough
and Martha Helen Long, costume
designers; Joe Kimbrough, publicity;
K enneth Shore, lighting technician.
I ncluded in the production numbers are soloists Norma Cullen, Bill
Miller , Lou Nell Russell, Ch arles
Ball, J ane Banks, Betty Chelf, Bob
F ranklin, Clarice Miller, June M itchel, Leslie Thomas, Bill S teven s,
J ean Broadus, Joe Kimbrough , Dee
Dowding, O. V. Clark, J r., June West ,
James Sacca', Steve-Anna Stephens.
Members of the singing ensembles MAKING PLANS for Thursday night's musical show, "Southside U. S. A."
include Bob Dal~oe~oan Cwory, Lily
are Russell H . Miller, left; David Livingston, and Mrs. Pearl Rutledge.
Beth Durbin, Bill Hilsmeier, J erry
Receipts from the production will go to aid the Bowling Green War
Harnback, Larry Mason, Dot Petrie,
Memorial Boys Club.
E. L. D aVis, and Robert Archiba ld.
Alice Smith, J an Smith, Phil Stromowsky, Mary J o Flaherty, and Sandre Lee Robertson.
Two Comedians
Gomedians will be P aul Koenan
and James Ray Vaughn.
Solo dancers include Pearl Ru tle d ~ e, Bonita Ha ll, June West, and
Martha Helen Long. In addition to
the dancing solos there will be dancing ensem bles including Steve-Anna
6Y LINDA lISTf NS
Stevens, H elen Meyers, P at Fenwick,
Sarah Beth R obinson, Louise Allen,
Bonita H all, Alicia RaWlings, Mary
"southside, U. S. A."
Jo Roemer, Martha Helen Long, PatBe sure and ring t his date, October 26, on your calendar and
ty Lou P eat, Dorothy Allen, Janice
make your plans now to attend "Southside, U. S. A.,': to be, prel"armer, Jane B anks, Bill Shelton,
sented Thursday night at 8:15 in Van Meter ... even If It wasn t goSaundra Bushy, Ann Hancock, O. V.
ing to be very good you'd still want to go because t~e ?roce.eds fr om
C "k, Jr., Shirley Risher, J oe Kimbrough ,
Suzanne Myers, Betty
the production will go to the Boys Club .. •. ~ut 1t IS gomg. ~o be
good, very, very good and bursting with entert alI!-ment .. .• 1t s an
Herndobler, and J oe Durbin. A soft
sh": dance team will include P earl
original production by Russell Miller, dramat1c d1re~tor. and. a
Rutledge and John Gill.
member of the English faculty a t Western, who also lS d1rectmg
Includede in "Southside U . S . A."
it • '.. . popular songs are used but the rest of it is strictly Russel~ 's
are m any old favorites and popular
brainchild ...• "Southside, U. S. A.," is a musical show and w1ll
hits of the past half century de take you on a musical journey through the southern states • . ••
signed to bring pleasant recollecthe opening number is "Alabama Jubilee," a. minstrel, . then cor:n es
tions as well as entertainment.
"Georgia On My Mind," next, for the Carolma area, 1S a mus1cal
Naration will be by Frank Bacon
skit. "P orgy and Dinah," to be followed by t he Ozark Ramblers
and O. V. Clark, Jr.
· . •. then comes t he Texas Ranger Number, ala Phil H arris with
Admission is $.50 and $1.00 plus
the song " When You're Down in Texas Look Me Up," and the Dixietax.
land jazz number, "Way Down Yonder in New Orleans" . • . .
Mississippi is represented by "Land of the Levees" and that ends
Act I. . . .• Act II opens with "A Yankee Who Came Sout h ,"
Florida comes in via "Moon Over Mi ami", a medley of songs from
the show "Oklahoma" welcomes that state and a cowboy quartet
Coll e1e H ei~ hts H ~ra.lcI
hails the southwest • . . . t hen comes "South of ' South Pacific"
and there are songs from the show, "South P acific" .. .. "My SunOc-t . 2 0 , 1,) ";0
ny Tennessee" features a square dance and the f inale is "In Old
Kentucky" . .. . O. V. Clark Jr., and Frank Bacon are the narrators, J une Carroll Lewis and Hal Gomer are in charge of stag'e
settings, o tto Mattei is in charge of the music, Pearl Rutledge
oversees the choreography and Dave Livin gston, director of the
Red and G rey orchestra, which will play, did the orchestrations
· ... we don't have room to name everyone in the show but will
name the soloists, who are Norma cullen, Bill Miller, June Mi tchell,
Jeanne Broadus, Bob Franklin, Lou Nell Russell, J ane Banks.
Charles' Ball, Betty Chelf, Joe Kimbrough, O. V. Clark Jr., June
West, Dee Dowding, Les Thomas, Bill Stephens, S teve -Anna Stephens, and J ames Sacca • . • • solo dancers include P earl Rutledge,
Bonita Hall, June West, Joe Kimbrough .. .. a quartet from College high includes Bob Dance, Jerry Hornback, Larry Mason and '
Bill H ilsmeier ..•. the cowboy quartet is composed of E. L. Davis,
Robert J. Archibald, S eymour A. Spiegelman and P at Mastroleo
· ..• reserve seats, $1.00 plus tax, may be obtained at the bursar's
office at Western while general admission seats, 50c plus tax, are
on sale at C.D.S. No. 6, P earson's and Royal Music Store . . . . re member now, "Southside, U. S . A-," Thursday night at Van Meter,
you won't want t o miss it.•• • •
..:- :-.-

What D'Ya ' Know ,

'Park.
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Professional Entertainer
Directs Dance Sequences

1 starred

in "Kllroy's Follies," a musical revue. and began teaching dancing. She is presently manager of the
Park City School of the Dance in
the Bowling Green armory.

• • •

ALTHOUGH STILL in her 20·s.
Pearl has had 10 years experience as
a dancer. Before that she studied
for 10 years in her native New York
under such famous instructors as
Jack Stanley. Mary ·O·Moore. J ohn
Murphy and the Chalif School of
Ballet.
Sixty men and women. boys and
girls. will appear In "Southside
U.S.A." next Thursday night in Van
Meter auditorium. Overall production manager and director is Mr.
Miller; otto Mattei is directing the
music; Dave Livingston and his orchestra are lending their talents.
and a dozen or more persons are
managing the costuming. lighting.
stage properties and promotion.
The show has been described as
"something entirely new and dl!fe.t:ent" in Southern Kentucky. Advance tickets are now on sale at
C.D.S. No.6. Pearson's Drug Store
a n:! the Royal Music Store. Admission is $1 for reserved seats. plus
tax. and 50 cents for general and
studen '; tickets.

Pa.rk Cit:y Da.ily N ew::.
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Pearl Rutledge is pictured above in one of the many nationally advertised revues in which she has appeared.
By Audrey Jackson
When 'the curtain ·rises on "Southside U. S . A," next Thursday night.
from behind the footlights will step
a professional entertainer who has
been coached during her career by
no less a master of the dance than
\ Gene Kelly. And this dancer's
knowledge of choreography is being
reflected in the dance sequences of
the local variety show which is
being produced for the benefit of
Boys Club of Bowling Green.
The entertainer is Pearl Rutledge.
choreography director for "Southside U.s.A .... an original musical under the supervision of Russell Miller.
dramatic coach at Western. She is
shown above in one of the many
nationally - advertised
revues in
which she. has appeared.
Pearl was a member of the Billy
Rose grand revue "Mrs. Astor's Pet
. Horse" which toured the nation during World War II. Then pariotism
called and she cast her lot with
USO-Camp Shows. Inc. While traveling that circuit. she met her husband. Lieut. Comm. Ed Rutledge.
who was stationed at Norfolk. Va.
He Is now assistant football coach at
Bowling Green High School.

• • •

BEFORE HER dancing hitch with
Billy Rose. Pearl was in the musical. "Best F oot Forward," produced
by George Abbot in 1942. Gene

Kelly. later to gain fame In a dozen
or more Hollywood shows. directed
directed the choreography for this
popular Broadway hit.
In 1944 Pearl danced In "General
Mator's Victory Show" which toured th' U.S. boosting the morale of
workers in the nation's largest war
plants. In 1945 she embarked on a
hotel circuit with "Lola and Andre".
rhumba. tango. and samba specialists. covering the eastern cities and
night spots including "Leon and Eddies" in New York City.
Pearl and Ed were married in November. 1945. and for two years her
chief role was navy wife. Ed was
at?l~tic and rec. re~tion .o fficer at
Mlllmgton Naval AIr StatIon. Memphis. Tenn.. and while there Pearl

I

I

Membe~s of Bowling Green War Memorial Boys' «Club, Paul Miller,
Donrue Con~er. I!-. L. Taylor. and William Eakles, assist Western
Playe~~ sce~lc artIsts In the decoration of settings for "Southside U.
S. A., muslCa~ revue to be presented in Van Meter auditorium on
Thursday everung at 8:15 as a benefit production for the Boys' Club.

'Peu'\<.
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Russell Miller.To Direct Benefit Musical Tonight

By Audrey J ackson
Russell H . Miller, director pf the
musical variety show "Southside,
U. S. A." to be premiered at Van
Meter auditorium tonight, has stage" literally dozens of shows in the
past 14 years. But this is the first I
time he has tried his hand at an
original production.
"Southside,
U. S. A.", is Mr. Miller's "brain
child" . . . down to tl:e last detail
of script )Vriting, casti!lg, staging,
music selection, and costuming. It
has required a year of planning,
weeks of rehearsing t h e sixty members of the cast, and hours of coordinating the work of his assistants in orchestration, music, and
choreography.
Mr. Miller brings to this producCon a professional touch growing out
of his years of experience with theatricals. He is shown in the accompanying photo with Don Martin
and his U.S.O. unit in Casablanca
in 1945, when as special services officer he brought "Six Star Final" to
the troops of that area. During t he
war he also worked with Nelson Eddy, Frederic March, P aulette Goddar_d, Martha Raye, Luise Rainer,
and others who toured Europe boosttin g the morale of our armed forces.
~

A NUMBER of European soldier
shows were produced by Mr. Miller
himself, including "Around the
World on Christmas Eve," "Section
8," "This I s It," and "We Have Our
Points."
Mr. Miller's first venture into
theatrical management was in 1936
when he became connected with the
Players Guild of Bowling Green.
Local audiences will lecall his successes tl "The Women," "You Can't
Take I t With You," and others featuring members of the local guild.
I In 1947 he was named director of
dramatics and instructor of speech
and educational theater on the English faculty at Western Kentucky
State College. His first year as director of the Western Players he
I presented five plays at Van Meter
auditorium; in 1948 the group produced three plays; and last season,
four. Included among these were
s ch publicized favori tes as "Dear
Ruth," "Joan of Lorraine," "Idiot's
Delight," "Life Wit h Father,"
"Mary the Third," 'The Petrified
Forest," and "All My Sons." The
f!rst Western Players production for
t . _ cl:l'rent year Is scheduled for
December 7th, and will be "Goodbye,
My Fancy," the popular comedy·
which . brought Madeline Carroll
back, to the stage last year .
Miller has studied at the College
Workshop of Columiba University

I

.;I

Russell Miller, director of
torium, is shown above
sell served as a special
sible for bringing many

the musical variety show
be presented tonight at
in Van Meter audi(in uniform) with Don Martin and his USO unit in Casablanca ip 1945. Mr. Rus~
services officer with the U. ~. Army duripg World Wa~ II, and he was responshows to troops in North Africa and Europe.
For the past three summers Mr. I studied "Member of the Wedding," plus tax, may be purchased a t Pearin New York City under Dr. P aul "The Con sul," "Peter Pan," "Kiss son's Drug Store, C.D.s. No. 6, RoyKazelka, director of educational M K ate," "Death of a Salesman," al Music Store, and at the door.
theater of the university's teach- "Mr. Roberts," an d others. T h e Curtain time is 8 :15 p .m.
ers' college. At Columbia in 1947 Mr. group went backstage t o meet the
Miller directed "The Contrast," a assistant director or others in
student production.
The second charge of the technical phases for
summer he specialized in stage craft, first-hand information on how a sucPQ.yk. Ci~y Da.i1 y New)
and was a member of the crew of cessful play Is developed.
3" Columbia workship productions.
"::;outhsidc, U. S. A.," Is being
Oet, 2,6, , 9 50
Last summer he was cast in J ohn created by Mr. Miller to benefit the
Galswor thy's "Escape," a psycholo- Boys' Club of Bowling Green. About
gical character study utilizing ad- the show he says, "I think that we
vanc.)d students and some profes- have produced an interestin'g comsional New York actors. Next sum- mentary on our own Southland in
~;r he expects to obtain his M.A. terms ( . contrasting moods in popu lar music, and I believe patrons of
degree from the university.
• • *
any age will find son gs there to
A PART OF MR. Miller's train- revive pleasant memories because
ing at Columbia has iIl,i:luded the the songs chosen have been hit tunes
study of actual professional and from 1915 to 1950."
commercial theater plays on BroadReserve seats, priced at $1.00 plus
way, where observations were made tax, may be obtainec' at the Burso! stage craft, and production tech- ar's office at Western. General adniques. This summer the group mission and student tickets, at 50c

I

I

Western Players' scenic artists June Carroll Lewis and Hal Gomer confer
as James Ray Vaugban assists in the construction of settings for
"Southside U. S. A.," popular music variety show being produced for
the benefit ot the Bowling Green Boys' Club in Van Meter auditorium
at 8:15 tonight.

Oei'.
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"Southside U.S.A." Repeat Performance
Scheduled Monday Night ·At Van Meter

A portion of the more than 1,200 persons, who jammed Van Meter auditorium Thursday n ight to witness
the first performance of "South Side U. S. A.," are pictured above, A repeat showing is to be given at
8:15 p.m. tomorrow at Van Meter because of the large number of persons turned away from the initial
presentation. The troupe, which is giving its time to raise funds for the local War Memorial Boys club,
also will present the musical Wednesday night at Smiths Grove.
By Audrey Jackson
Something worth shouting about
happened in Bowling Green Thursday night. The fifteen hundred and
twenty people who were lucky
enougll t9 have tickets to "South-

side U.S.A." at Van Meter Auditorium got a good look at a musical
variety show that had everyone applauding at 2 and 3 minute intervals from curtain time until grand
finale. And the good news today is

PARK ROW
PARAGRAPHS

.

8y DAVE WHITAKER

-

From a community standpoint, last week was imp0rtant in the history of Bowling Green. Events during the past week proved there is a lot of homegrown talent in these parts.
.
Orchids are in order for several local . residents
as a restllt of occun-ences during the past week. So
let's get down to cases.
Second, too much praise can't go to those civicminded citizens who put across the Boys Club benefit musical, "Southside U. S. A. ," in such grand
style. The musical revue was one of the best stage
shows ever presented In this city. Russel! H . Miller,
director, who had been working on the production
since May, did an admirable job. Pearl Rutledge,
Otto ¥attei, David Livingston, O. V. Clark Jr., and
too many others to mention here came through with
great performances. If you missed Thursday night's
show, be sure to catch the repeat performance ' tonight. No one should miss it.

-

.

-

oc-t.
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that the entire show will be repeated at 8 :15 Monday night to accommodate the long queue of people who
were turned away on opening night
because of standing room only.

* • •

"SOUTHSIDE U.S.A." has all the
sparkle and humor, color and movement of a Broadway musical. It is
unique in that it combines the very
best adaptations from such extravaganzas as "Oklahoma," "South P a I cific," "Annie Get Your Gun," and
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," plus a
generous mixture of purely original
skits cr,e ated by Russell Miller, director, and his crew of assistants.
The show got off to a colorful
start Thursday night with a mixed
chorus posing the musical query, "Is
It True What They Say About
Dixie?" Then "end" men Paul
Koenen and James Ray Vaughan
and "straight" man O. V. Clark did
a bit of fast gabbing reminescent of
minstrel days. But the show really
swung into its "thrill-a-minute"
tempo when June West posing as a
scarlet and rhinestone clad Sophie
Tucker swayed onto the stage singI ing "Dark-Town Strutters' Ball" and
nearly brought down the house.
Following this pace-setter every
soloist and group in the show was
called back on stage for a bow and
more thunderous applause.
"Southsi'de U.s.A." had its stars
.•• sixty of them! Every member of
th e cast had his or her " tinle to
shine." Highlights of the musical
included Pearl Rutledge' clever take-

I

HATS OFF TO MR. Miller for
his talent in producing, staging, and
casting! There was never a dull moment in this almost 3-hour-long
show. No Singers, dancers, skits, '
costumes, scenes, or songs were repitltious. The huge cast, largely composed of students, h ad a professlollal
look in their performances • • •
thanks to expert coaching by Mr.
Miller, Pearl Rutledge, and o tto
Mattei • • • plus the keyboard and
orchestrial artistry of Dave Livingston and his aggregation.
A large measure of priase is due
scenic artists Hal Gomer and June
Carroll Lewis for their- fine stage
sets; the multiple crew who worked
backstage executing lightning-swift
changes of scenery as the show progressed rapidly from one locale to
another in its imaginary journey
through the Southland. And while
we're handing out bouquets, orchids
should be tossed to the make-up
crew, the librarian, publicity artist,
Boys' Club crew, and to Flo Searcy
and Martha Garvin for perfecting
the dazzlfng costumes.
If you haven't seen "Southside
U.S.A." ••• see it by all means on
Monday night at Van Meter auditorium. Tickets - are on sale- at
C.D.S. No.6, Pearson's, and R oyal
Music Store, price 50c plus tax. Pl'oceeds will benefit Boys' Club of
BQwling Green.
And here's a postscript to you last
minute ticket-buyers. You'd better
shop early! I know lots of people
who plan to see "Southside U.S.A."
over again 'on Monday nightl

,- - --
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A MUSICAL REVUE
Arranged and Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Choreography by

Musical Direction by
OTTO MATTEI

PEARL RUTLEDGE
Orchestration by
DAVID LIVINGSTON

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

Mvndar, ()(tvber 1()
8:15 P. M.

This program was conceived and pr oduced for the purpose of raising
funds for the Bowling Green War Memorial Boys' Club.
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SOUTHSIDE U. S. A.
Part I
"What They Say About Dixie"Bill Stephens, Jeanne Broadus, June Mitchell, Joe Kimbrough, O. V. Clark, Jr., Dee Dowding.
Singing EnsembleCharles Ball, Jane Banks, Betty Chelf, Norma Cullen, Bob
Dance, Lily Beth Durbin, Bob Franklin, Bill Hilsmeier, Jewell
Logsdon, Larry Mason, Clarese Miller, William R. Miller,
Earl Moore, Lou Nell Russell, Jan Smith, Leslie Thomas,
James Sacca, Joe Wilson.
DancersPat Fenwick, Bonita Hall, Alicia Rawlins, Tyler Ann Diemer,
Steve-Anna Stephens, Helen Kirby Myers, Mary Joe Roemer,
Ann Louise Allen.
"That's What I Like About The South"-Pearl Rutledge.
"Let's Go Places"-Frank Bacon.
"Alabama Jubilee"Interlocutor-O. V. Chirk, Jr.
End Men-Paul Koenen and James Ray Vaughan.
SpecialistsBob Dance, Larry Mason, Bill Hilsmeier, Joe Wilson, Leslie
Thomas, June Mitchell, Charles Ball, Jeanne Broadus, June
West.
Minstrel SingersClarese Miller, Dee Dowding, Bill Stephens, Lily Beth Durbin,
Jane Banks, Earl Moore, Jewell Logsdon, Jane Smith.
"Georgia On My Mind"-Betty Chelf.
"Porgy and Dinah"SingersLou Nell Russell and Bob Franklin.
DancersBonita Hall, Joe Kimbrough, Martha Helen Long, O. V.
Clark, Jr., Jane Banks, Earl Moore, Janice Farmer, Bill
Shelton.
"On Our Way"-Frank Bacon.
"Ozark Ramblers"-Joe Marshall and His Roving Ramblers.
"When You're Down In Texas"-Bill Stephens.
"Way Down Yonder In New Orleans"Dixieland J azzDavid Livingston, Gene Vaughn, Ed O'Grady, Charles Blair,
Dick Borchardt, Owen McPeek.
Blues SingersJeanne Broadus and June Mitchell.
"Ballin' The Jack"Pearl Rutledge, Pat Fenwick, Bonita Hall, Alicia Rawlins,
Helen K. Myers.
"Deep South"-Frank Bacon.
"Land of the Levees"SingersWilliam R. Miller and Norma Cullen.
Singing Ensemble and Dancing Ensemble.
INTERMISSION OF TEN MINUTES

SOUTHSIDE U. S. A.
Part II
13. "A Yankee Came South"Stephen Collins Foster-David Livingston.
Singers-Charles Ball and Jeanne Broadus.
14. "Playland-Southside"-O. V. Clark, Jr.
15. "Moon Over Miami"Soloist-J ames Sacca.

.

Beach BalletMartha Helen Long, Bonita Hall, Pat Fenwick, Dorothy
Allen, Patty Peete.
Bathers-Sandra Busby and Ann Hancock.
Models-Jane Banks, Mary Jo Roemer, Alicia Rawlins.
Fashion Parade-Bonita Hall.
Keystone Cop--Martha Helen Long.
16. "Westward Ho !"-O. V. Clark, Jr.
17.

"Oklahoma Medley"Singers-William R. Miller and Steve-Anna Stephens.
Dance-Pearl Rutledge and Bonita Hall.
18. "The Southwest"-

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.

24.

QuartetE. L. Davis, Robert J. Archibald, Jr., Seymour A. Spiegelman, Pat Mastroleo.
Singers-O. V. Clark, Jr. and Dee Dowding.
"Look Away"-Frank Bacon.
"South of South Pacific"Singers--Jeanne Broadus and Norma Cullen.
Specials--Joe Kimbrough and June vVest.
Men's ChorusCharles Ball, Bob Franklin, William R. Miller, Bill Stephens,
Earl Moore, Leslie Thomas, O. V. Clark, Jr., Joe Kimbrough,
Bob Dance.
"Back Home"-O. V. Clark, Jr.
"My Sunny Tennessee"Jane Banks and DancersBetty Herndobler, Joe Durbin, .Tanice Farmer, Bill Shelton,
Suzanne Myers, Jim Gray, Earl Moore.
"In Ole Kentucky"SingersClarese Miller, Joe Kimbrough, Dee Dowding, Pearl Rutledge,
Lou Nell Russell, June Mitchell, Jeanne Broadus, Steve-Anna
Stephens, O. V. Clark, Jr.
Finale-"Bye Bye, Baby" -Singing Ensemble and Dancing Ensemble.
Reprise-Whole Company.
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We Liked It, Very Much
We'll ce forever thankful that "southside U. S. A." turned away
so many people last Thursday night that it had to be repeated Monday night because that time we got to see it, and to miSS seeing that
shOW would have been a misfortune indeed .•• truly, folks, wasn't
it a grand show? ... Bowling Green's lucky to have a young man
as talented a~ Russell Miller, who authored, directed and produced
the shOW ... anytime a show can run three hours with never a
draggy moment then that show has what it takes. , . every number was done perfectly and the entire scow made some of the 50called "professional" ones we've seen seem positively amateurish .. ,
congratulations are also in order for the 12-man stage crew, who
worked so swiftly and efficiently in the changing of the sets ..•
all 78 of them, the crew, the 65 in the cast and Russell are takIng
the play to Smiths Grove tonight ••. if you missed it here, drive up
there to see it, is well worth it..•.•

-.-

-.-

-.-
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Dancers entertain in "southside U. S. A.," which is scheduled for a performance at 8:30 p. m . Wednesday at North Warren High school. The
variety show, directed by Russell Miller, was presented for the second
time here last night at Van Meter auditorium. Dancers pictured are,
left to right, Helen Kirby Myers, Pat Fenwick, Bonita Hall and Pearl
Rutledge.

POPULAR MUSIC PREFERRED
When I asked ' Mr. Miller for his opinion on why
'southside, U. S .. A." made such a big hit when shown
here in its two performances, he said:
"I believe this p roduction ' proved that college stu·
dents and the other people in Bowling Green re;l.lly
enjoy popular music -songs they have always known
and enjoyed."
'
He also mentioned the fact that spectators too
often forget the job being done by the workers back·
stage. Scenery and timing was nothing short of per·
fect, thanks to them.
A lot of real and promising talent was seen, as
well as a superb job of production, direction, and
music arrangement. "Southside, U. S. A." was a
show to be proud of.

•

•

•

JUST ONE YAWN
.The only sign of boredom that I noticed during
the shOW was among a group of under-privileged
youngsters brought to the shOW by the Boy's Club.
During the bathing suit strip act, a ten-year- old lad
gave a frightful yawn. He wanted Hopalong Cassidy.

•

•

William R. Miller, left, and Norma Cullen are two of the
featured s~gers in "Sout~side • S. A.," the musical revue pro~~~~
as a benefIt ~or the Bowlmg Green Boys club under the direction of
Russell H. MIller. The revue is to be presented under the sponsorshiP
of ~he Smiths Grove Woman's club in Smiths Grove at 8'30 0' I k
tOnIght.
.
c oc
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SOUTHSIDE, U. S. A.

"Great!" "Wonderful!" "The best show
Bowling Green has ever sE?en!" That's
what they were saying as they left Van
Meter Auditorium Thursday night, Oct.
26. And they were right. They had just
seen "Southside U . S. A." for the first time.
Many of them, including this reviewer,
went back for a second look at the Repeat
performance the following Monday. We
were not disappointed.
"Southside U. S. A." was a big, colorful
musical, jam-packed with hit tunes from
more than a dozen hit shows, including :
" Show Boat," "Annie Get Your Gun,"
" Oklahoma " and "South Pacific." It was
conceived, 'arranged, and supervised by
Russell H. Miller, Western's Speech
teacher and director of the Western
Players. Bouquets to Mr. Miller for getting
"Southside U. S . A. " on the stage.
Music was directed by Otto Mattei,
inrmer Western student and director of
the College High chorus. He had charge
of all the singing groups in the revue.
Pearl Rutledge was choreographer of
t.he show, and also did a number of excelle'1.t rl"nce rnutines herself. H er specialtv
act, "That's What I Like About the South ,"
was terrific. Mrs. Rutledge was, by the
way, on Broadway at one time. She played
in the original "Best Foot Forward," which
gave us June Allyson and Nancy Walker,
also.
Cheers to David Livingston for his

orchestrations! The music was brilliant
and beautiful, tying the whole show together like a big red ribbon.
The clever and colorful sets were designed and executed by June Lewis and
Hal Gomer. Costumes were designed by
Joe Kimbrough and Martha Helen Long.
Musical accompaniment was furnished by
Gene Vaughn on the Drums, and Ed
O'Grady on the Bass. Dave Livingston was
busy at the Piano. The backstage crew
was composed of Kenneth Shore, Alice
Allen, Shirley Risher, Sam Fletcher, Bill
Birdwell, Leslie Thomas, Ina Thornbury.
Paul Koenen, James Ray Vaughn, Bill
Shelton , Jim Gray, and James Nunn. The
extremely good lightin g effects were done
by Kenneth Shore. Make-up was applied
by Grace Lane, Ina Thornbury, Sara Cummings, and Judith Griffin. Norma Weilenman was production librarian.
The soloists were all excellent, some
even professional-looking and-sounding.
They include: Bill Stephens, Jeanne Broadus. June Mitchell, Joe Kimbrough, O. V.
Clark, Dee Dowding, Leslie Thomas,
Ch;>rles Ball . June West, Betty Chelf. Lou
Nell Russell, Bob Franklin, Bill Miller,
Norma Cullen, Jim Sacca, Clarese Miller,
Jane Banks; and Steve-Anna Stephens.
Special numbers were performed by
Pearl Rutledge, Paul Koenen, J ames Ray
Vaughn, Bob Dance, Larry Mason, Bill
Hilsmeier, Joe Wilson, Martha Helen
Continued on page 16
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Long, E. L Davis, Bob
Archibald, S e y m 0 u r
Spiegelman , Pat Mastroleo, Bonita Hall, Sandra
Busby , Ann Hancock,
Alicia Rawlins, Mary Jo
Roemer, Jane Banks, and
Joe Marshall and His
Roving Ramblers.
Tap dancers were: Pat
Fenwick, Bonita Hall,
Alicia Rawlins, Tyler
Ann Diener. Steve-Anna
Stephens, Helen Kirby
Myers, Mary Jo Roemer,
and Ann Louise Allen.
Ballet dancers were:
Martha Helen Lon g, Bonita Hall, Dot Allen, Pat
Fenwick, and Pat t y
Peete.
A spirited group of Charleston dancers
included: O. V. Clark, Martha Helen Long
Janice Farmer, Bill Shelton, Bonita Hall;
Joe Kimbrough , Jane Banks, and Earl
Moore.
An excellent Dixieland jazz number was
played by David Livingston, Gene
Vaughn, Ed O'Grady. Charlie Blair, Dick
Borchart, and Owen McPeek.
Comprising the singing ensemble were
many of the aforementioned and Lily Beth
Durbin, Jewell Logsdon, and Jan Smith.
The square dancers were: Joe Durbin,
Betty Herndobler, Janice Farmer, Bill

Shelton , Suzanne Myers, Jim Gray, J ane
Banks, and Earl Moore.
The narrators were Frank Bacon and O.
V. Clark.
The whole show moved as smoothly as
any professional production, the scenes
being changed quickly and with no noticeable noise. All in all, it was the slickest
show we'd seen in a long time, and Western , B. D. , Bowling Green High, College
High , an d Bowling Green itself, should be
pr oud of its members with such great
and varied talents.
We were glad to hear that neighboring
towns would be able to
see the show also, as the
group is planning to tour
with it.
And last, but far from
least, a special bow to
the Bowling Green Boys'
Club who sponsored the
show and who got all
the proceeds.
We' I I remember
"Southside, D. S. 0." a
long time, and hope for
another like it very soon.
Walter Williams.

JOYCE CONN OL LV
LEWIS BAKER • JEANNE BROADUS '
COOKlE RENO · LAVERNE VAN CLEAVE

PICTVRtD A50VE: .

BELOW: BETTE L~ATH~RS

Have Major Roles

"Goodbye, My
F ancy" eROSen
As Production

TWO SENIORS, have lead roles in " Goodbye My Fancy," to be presented by the Western Players, Dec. 7. P ict ured are LaVerne . Van
Cleave, lett , a nd Joyce Connally.
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"Goodbye My Fancy" W illi!
Be Opener For W.Players
By Kenneth Hall

"Goodbye, My Fan<:y," the first
regular play of the Western Players
for the 1950-51 season, has been
tentatively set for Thursday, December 7, according to Russell H. Miller,
director.
.
The Players contributed greatly to
"Southside U. S. A.", the community
project that during its two showings
here scored such a success.
On

College Life

is a fine, new feather in the cap. of
Broadway . . . A hit, a palpable
new hit . . ... says Robert Garland,
New York Journal-American.
Tryouts Under Way

Try-outs for casting the Western
Players' production of "Goodbye, My
Fancy" have been proceeding through
this week The cast is a large one,
including eight men and twelve women ranging through the types of
personalities usually found in the
typical American college.
The collegiate story gives it a
freshness and a significance as the
choice for the Fall Production of the
local group. Several members of the
cast have been chosen from the
general try-outs; however, a number
of minor characters h'a ve not been
assigned.
"Goodbye, My Fancy" was presented as the opening production of
the Community Theater in Louisville this fall; later, it is to be presented by the Circle Players of Nashville in their Theater-In-The-Round.
The comedy is rapidly becoming the
most produced hit of the past two
Broadway seasons.

The play is a comedy dealing with
the antics of college life and was
wri tten by Fay Kanin.
A play-reading committee, composed of faculty director, Russell
Miller, and the officers of the club,
Frank Bacon, preSident, Kenneth
Shore, vice-president, Judith Griffin. ,treasurer, Joe ~imbrough, historian, and Sarah Cummings, secretary, chose this comedy after considerable deliberation.
The comedy hit left the Broadway
critics delighted and presented Madeleine CII-rroll to new audiences that
responded with astounding applause.
It is the story of a liberal Congresswoman who returns to her old school l _~~~~==;,.,....,--;~---:--;·~~~~..L
for a commencement weekend to be
'.C olle'le Hei9hts He.ra..ld
awarded an honorary degree.
The Critics Say

The critics were unanimous in their
endorsement of Fay Kanin's interesting and intelligently-devised
comedy. Time-"A diverting play, ..
"Life-"New comedy hit . . . "Newsweek-"An articulate, intelligent and
thoroughly enjoyable evening . . .
"The New Yorker "Skillful and notably well-acted play containing a II
timely message . . . . "
II
"One of the most delightful come- "
dies of the season-1949. It fits the
theater like a glove ' . • • " said
, Brooks Atkinson of the New York
Times.
"A grand comedy! . . . The theater works in "Goodbye, My Fancy"
. . . a stage piece that is steadily
entertaining throughout" . . . Ward
Morehouse, New York Sun, said.
"Fay Kanin h as written an ardent,
. adult play with laughter on the
surface and underneath, a fierce, almost frightening cry for common.sense . . . "Goodbye, My Fancy"

Nov. 3,

"Goodbye, My Fancy," one of the
most successful comedies on Broadway in several seasons, has been
chosen as the next production of the
Western Players. It will be presented as their fall production at Van
Meter auditorium on Dec. 7.
Written by Fay Kanin, the play
ran for nearly 13 months in New
York, and also scored important
successes in almost every other maj, or city.
Mrs. Kanin's comedy has some important things to say on the problems that face colleges and universities of today-the unhappy status
of frightened liberals, freedzm of
speech and spiritual courage in the
modern world. But despite the seriousness of this subject, the play's
approach to it is one of great humor
and understanding, interwoven with
romance and the nostalgia that
overtakes old grads on a visit to
their alma m ater.
In the events that occur during a
commencement week end at a girl's
college when a brilliant alumna who
has become a congresswoman returns to receive an honorary degree,
hIgh-school students will get an entertaining picture of college life; college students will smile at the resemblance to their own campus careers'
adults will turn back in happy re:
membrance to their under-graduate
days and, while laughing heartily,
WIll be led to give a serious thought
to the problems that face our educational institutions in a world
struggling to find a sure foundation
in a maelstrom of ideologies.
Director Russell H. Miller has announced the following a ssignments
to the cast of "Goodbye, My Fancy"
- Jeanne Broadus, Joyce Connally
Lewis Baker, Vincent Sherry, La~
Verne Van Cleve, Bette Leathers,
Mary Ann Reno, Sara Booher
Charles Ball, Helen Stodghill Vai
Doris Booth, Ben Alyce surgener,
Sam Fletc~er, Dee Dowding, Joyce
Bro~ks, AlIce Allen, William Fogle,
Edwm CaIman and Leslie Thomas.

I
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"Goodbye My Fancy" Set For December 7
I

"Goodbye, My Fancy:' a comedy
that combines laughs with bright
ideas, will be presented in Van Meter
auditorium on Thursday evening,
December 7, as the fall production
of the Western Players under the direction of Russell H. Miller.
The Fay Kanin play was one of the
biggest recent hits on Broadway,
where it ran for well over a year.
Lively Theme

Described as a play that is both
lively and enlightening, "Goodbye,
My Fancy" is the romantic story of
a lovely lady from Congress who
comes back to her Alma Mater
twenty years later to marry the
college preSident, only to find herself
slowly losing her heart to a Life
photographer.
Though the president has become
a prisoner of the school's overbear-

ing trustees, the Congresswoman tries
hard to keep her faith in him as
she helps him to regain his , selfrespect and integrity.
The need to stand up and fight
for what we believe in as well as
to be willing to face the hard facts
of the world we live in-this is the
timely theme of the play. In striving
for her serious points, however, the
author ' never forgets that she is
writing a cheerful, good-natured
comedy designed for laughing purposes.
The Cast
Jeanne Broadu.s will be seen as the
forthright Congresswoman who faces
up to her past when she returns to
yisit her Alma Mater, Lewis Baker
will be seen as the college head who's
become a yes-man for the trustees,

while Vincent Sherry will be playing
the part of the dynamic cameraman
who's been in love with the lady
from Congress ever since they met
in wartime.
Joyce Connally will portray the
Congresswoman's wise-cracking girl
Friday. LaVerne ,Van Cleve is cast as
the president's disillusioned daughter.
Bette Leathers, Val Doris Booth, Ben
Alyce Surgener, Alice Allen, and
Dee Dowding will be seen as college seniors, and other roles have
been assigned to Mary Ann Reno,
Sara Booher, Charles Ball. Sam
Fletcher, Joyce Brooks, William
Fogle, and Helen Stodgill.
The Western Players' production
of "Gbodbye, My Fancy" will have
settings designed by June Carroll
Lewis.

Pa.rk. C ;+y Da.i1 y New~: Nov. 1<), '9&0
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What D'Ya Know

6Y LINDA L1STFNS

To Jeanne Broadus
~Jeanne Broadus, who has the lead in "Goodbye, My Fancy,"
the Western Players' production scheduled for the night of Dee.
7, was unintentionally overlooked in the review of "Sollthside U. S.
A.," although she sang more solos, six, than anyone else • • • we
didn't review the show so the omission wasn't our fault, nevertheless we're going to try and make amends by telling you something
about Jeanne ... she has a lovely voice and appeared in her senior
high school play and the school operetta, "Chimes of Normandy,"
than during her freshman year at Western she was a soloist with
the college chorus for the Easter presentation of "The Creation"
••. the next two years she spent at the University of Oklahoma at
Norman where she was a Tri Delt and also a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota, national mu~ic fraternity • . • her last summer in
Norman she did social work with the park departments and directed
f group of 40 underprivileged boys and girls in plays and songs
• • • last September she re-entered Western where she's a senior,
. . . she has become intensely interestd in dramatics but isn't neglecting her voice and will be one of the soloists in the Christmas
oratorio, "The MeSSiah," to be given in Van Meter Dec. 17 . . • in
the role of Agatha Reed, the congresswoman and sophisticated
car~ woman, Jeanne does no singing but plenty of acting • •
she's a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Broadus, this City; and a
member of the Girls Cotillion and En Arnie Clubs.

-.-

-.-
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Womens College Is Scene
Of "Good by, My Fancy"

Hugh Noffsinger Portrays
Claud Griswold In ·Play

Hugh Noffsinger
Lewis Baker

Leslie Thomas

The setting of "Goodbye, My Fancy," fall production of the Western
Players to be presented in Van Meter auditorium on Thursday evening, Dec. 7, is the Good Hope College for Women.
From thii college, Congresswom-

an Agatha Reed (Jeanne Broadus) , had been expelled 20 years
before. Returning now to her alma
mater to receive an honorary degree, she discovers that the man
she has loved all these years-he
was once her history professor-is
===============-.1 now the college preSident. She has
brought with her a documentary
. war picture which she means to
show to the students and it is the
resisHmce to its realism on the part
of the college's president and the r
trustees that stirs the story.
Lewis Baker, graduate student
from Clay, Ky., will be seen as the
vacillating president the congresswoman has really never stopped loving. Leslie Thomas, senior from
Louisville, a veteran Western Player, will (be seen in one of the supporting roles.
An ardent, adult play with laughter on the surface and, underneath,
a fierce, almost frightening cry for
common sense, "Goodbye, My Fancy" was chosen by director Russell
H. Miller for its timeliness in presenting some of the problems facing educators today. The story balances the entertainment values of
surefire comedy and romance with
consideration of questions that will
determine the future.

Pa.rk. City. D~i\y N€ws
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"Goodbye, My Fancy," the romantic comedy to be presented by the
Western Players in Van Meter auditorium on Thursday evening, Dec.
7 as their fall production, is concerned with the events that take
place on the campus of an eastern
girls' college during a commencement week end, when a famed congresswoman alumna returns after
20- years to receive an honorary degree. Fay Kanin's comedy contains
both delightful humor and a serious
consideration of the problems facing
educators dictated to by moss-back-

ed trustees.
Hugh Noffsinger, veteran Western Player, adds another excellent
characterization to his list with his
portrayal of Claud Griswold, the
chairman of the board of trustees.
In spite of the importance of the
theme in "Goodbye, My Fancy," the
emphasis throughout the play is on
hearty laughter. The various happy
moods of graduation are captured
and presented in characterization.
As Ginny Merrill, La Verne Van
Cleave represents the sensitive type
of youth; feeling deeply and seriously the joys and tender heartaches
that are so important to graduating
seniors.
All of the college types are deplcted humorously and affectionately,
from the president of the dramatic
club who keeps right on emoting offstage to the captain of the softball team whose handclasp is devastating to a weaker mortal. Bette
Leathers, Val Doris Booth, Ben
Alyce Surgener, Alice Allen, Dee
Dowding and Ruth Bilbrey bring to
life these typical college girls.
Jeanne Broadus, playing the milltant congresswoman, discovers the
college president (Lewis Baker) is
not the fighter she has always imagined him to be but a caterer to
the trustees. Vincent Sherry in the
role of a realistic photographer assigned to record the events of the
hectic week end for It national picture magazine adds further romantic complications.
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Contest To Name
Career Woman
Of 1950 Planned
A contest to select the "Bowling
Green Career Woman for 1950" Is
being sponsored by the Business and
Professional Women's club. and the
Western Players.
The club Will name the three
women who It considers to have
contributed most to community projects during this year and these '
women's name will appear In a ballot to be printed In Sunday's News.
The public is invited to vote for
either of these three women or to
write in the ballot the name of another woman whom, in their opinion,
has done more for Bowling Green
this past year. Instructions as to
where to mail the ballots will appear
in Sunday's News.
The five leading contestants w!ll
be guests of the Western Players at
its fall production of "Goodbye My
Fancy," to be presented at Van
Meter auditorium. Thursday night.
Dec. 7.
I
The winner of the contest will be
presented an award between acts of
the play.
If the contest proves of enough interest and is a success the B. and
- P. W. club plans to make it an annual affair.
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Between acts of this Western Players' production Thursday night, an
award will be made to the woman
who has been judged, by readers of
The Park City Daily News, to be
the "Bowling Green Career Woman
of 1950." The contest is being sponsored by the Business and Protes-

Hitl

sional Women's Club. Listed on the
ballot below are the names of three
women selected by the club to be
voted on for this h onor. Other
names may be written in.
The ballots must be mailed to
Mrs. W S. Bennett, 1357 State
street, to reach her by Tuesday
night.

Mrs. Tom Joe Smith ......................................... , ..
Mrs. Bert R. Smith .• . •..•.•.•.....•.........••••.............••
Miss Margie Helm •.••......•.•......•.. ".•••.............•••. .•

......... ............ .... .................. ..... .. .. ............ .

I
Po.r'k. City .Da.ily News
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Play Dramatizes IICareer
Woman" In Unitetl States

ICareer Woman
I

Ballots Should
Be Mailed Today

Reserved seats for "Goodbye, My
Fancy," fall production of the West, ern Players to be presented in Van
Meter auditorium on Thursday night
at 8:15 went on sale at the bursar's
office at Western this morning.
. Reservations may be made by calling
MrS'. Gussie Havard at 1700 and
picked up at the box office on Thursday night or byocalling for the tickets
in person.
Readers of The Park City Daily
News are urged to send in today
their ballot on the nomination blank
appearing on page 2 of the second
section of the Sunday edition for
their choice for "The Career Woman
of 1950, Bowling Green," in the contest sponsored by the Business and
Professional Women's Club and the
Western Players.
Nominations were made for Mrs.
Bert Smith, Mrs. Tom Joe Smith,
and Miss Margie HeIm on that ballot
with the privilege of writing in your
choice if your preference was some
other deserving person. These ballots
should be mailed today to Mrs. W.
S. Bennett, 1357 State street, or delivered to her today.
"Goodbye, My Fancy" Is a romantic comedy by Fay Kanin directed
by Russell H. Miller with a cast
including Jeanne Broadus, Lewis
Baker, Joyce Connolly, Vincent Sherry, La Verne Van Cleave, Bette Leathers, Hugh Noffsinger, Sara Booher,
Val Doris Booth, Ben Alyce Surgener,
Mary Ann Reno, Leslie Thomas,
Kenneth Shore, Paul Koenen, Dee
Dowding, Joyce Brooks, Alice Allen,
Ruth Bilbrey, William Fogle and
Edwin CaIman.
The play is the story of a typical
American career woman. The person
chosen as "The Career Woman of
1950, Bowling Green" will be presented with the award between acts
on Thursday evening at Van Meter
auditorium. The three nominees are
to be guests of the Western Players
for the presentation of "Goodbye,
My Fancy."

I

Jeanne Broadus
"Goodbye, My Fancy" dramatizes
the career woman in American society. A politically liberal congresswoman, reminiscent of Clara Booth
Luce or Helen Gahagan Douglas,
will be returning to her Alma Mater
to receive an honorary degree and
to renew a romance, after 20 years,
with the president of the college,
when Western Players present Fay
Kanin's popular and successful
comedy in Van Meter Auditorium on
Thursday evening, Dec. 7 at 8:15.
Though " Goodbye, My Fancy" is
primarily a bright and satirical
comedy, it also seriously considers
the perils of compromise, and insists that without personal honesty
and a willingness to stand up and
fight for what we believe in, we are
lost both as individuals and as a
race.

......

READY TO marry the college
president she has never stopped loving, the congresswoman in "Goodbye,
My Fancy" discovers in the course
of the play that h~ is not the fearless hero she has been Imagining.
He is, rather, the prisoner of overbearing trustees who isolate the
students from the ideas of the modern world.
While the lady legislator tries to
untangle her beau of yesteryear
from the moss of academic life with
which he has become entwined, a
brash and realistic Life photographer with whom' she bad had a wartime romance adds to the romantic
complications. Jeanne Broadus will
be seen as the congresswoman trying
to bring memories of youth and
romance alive again, the role created
on the New York stage by Madeleine Carroll.

Joyce Connolly
Baker wlll portray the irresolute
president, and Vincent Sherry will
be seen as the dynamic cameraman.
Other roles will be played by La
Verne Van Cleave, Val Doris Booth,
Ben Alyce Surgener, Bette Leathers,
Mary Ann Reno, Leslie Thomas,
Charles Ball, Sam Fletcher, Dee
Dowding, Sara Booher, Alice Allen,
Ruth Bilbrey, William Fogle, Edwin
CaIman and Hugh Noffsinger. '
"Southside U . S. A.," developed as
a community project for the benefit
of the Bowling Green Boys club,
was the first presentation of Western Players this season. Russell H.
Mlller, who arranged and directed
"Southside U. S. A," is producing director for "Goodbye, My Fancy."
Several members of the cast of the
musical show are ineluded in the
new comedy.
Reserved seat tickets for "Goodbye,
My Fancy" will go on sale at the
bursar's office at Western on Tuesday morning. Mrs. Gussie Havard
will accept reservations by telephone
to be picked up at the box office.
General admission tickets may be
secured from members' of the cast
or any of the Western Players for
50 cents.
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Tickets For Play
Tonight Are
Still Available •
Both reserved seats and general
admission tickets st1ll may be obtained at the box office for the
Western Players production of Fay
Kanin's comedy hit, "Goodbye, My
Fancy," to be presented in Van
Meter auditorium tonight. The box
office will be open' from 7 until
curtain time at 8:15 p.m.
This popular comedy directed by
Russell H. Miller has some important things to say on the problems
that face colleges and universities
today-the unhappy status of frightened liberals, freedom of speeoh and
spiritual courage in the modern
world. The play's approach is one of
great humor and understanding, in- \
terwoven with romance and the nostalgia that overtakes old grads on a
visit to their alma mater.
Jeanne Broadus of Bowling Green
will be seen as the romantic congresswoman. Vincent Sherry of Paducah is the brash and realistic
photographer who has been pursuing
the lovely congresswoman with a
matrimonial objective since the days
when they covered the war fronts
together.
Lewis Baker of Clay is the educator who regains his integrity and
self-respect with the help of the
congresswoman who has loved him
for '20 years. Joyce Connolly of
Spottsville is the sardonic secretary
with a sharp mind and level head.
La Verne Van Cleave of Bowling
Green is the college president's disillusioned daughter who is wounded
by his constant yielding on matters
of principle.
June Carroll Lewis of Jeffersonto~n has recaptured the collegiate
atmosphere of the girls' school dormitory in designing the settings for
"Goodbye, My Fancy." Other members of the cast include Hugh Noffsinger, Sara Booher, Val Doris I
Booth, Dee Dowding, Bette Leathers,
Mary Ann Reno, Kenneth Shore,
Ruth Bilbrey, Alice Allen, Leslie
'Thomas, Ben Alyce Surgener, William Fogle, Joyce Brooks, Edwin
CaIman and Paul Koeneu..
The forthright and fighting lady
representative visits her aIma mater
20 years later-and finds that she
still has so much to learn I "Goodbye, My Fancy" proves the futility of
attempting to recapture and rel1ve
tu.e past.
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Sold Out for Months on Broadway!

JOYCE CONNOLLY will contrlbllte plenty of brittle comedy as
the lady's cynical secretary, Lewis

Fay Kanin's Romantic Comedy

GOODBYE, MY FANCY
Fall Production of the Western Players

Directed by Russell H. Miller
with a cast of
Jeanne Bro ad u s, Lewis Baker , Joyce Conna ll y, Vi n cen t Sherry, LaVerne Va n Cleve,
Bette Leathers, Charles Ball, Sara Boo her, Va l Do ri s Booth, Ben Alyce Su rgen er,
Helen Stobghill, Sam Fletch er, D ee Dowding, Joyce Brooks, Alice Allen, M ary Ann
Reno, Edwin C a iman, William Fogle.

Thursday

December 7

8:15 P. M.

Van Meter Auditorium
Reserved Seats
$1:00
(On sale at Bursar's Office, WKSC, Dec. 5 · 7)
Gt:neral Admission
SOc

"Career Woman Of 1950"

Miss 1\'Iargie Helm was voted the "Bowling Green Career Woman of
1950" in a contest sponsored by the Business and Professional Women's
Club. Miss Helm is shown being presented the award between acts of
"Goodbye My Fancy," Western Players production given Thursday
night at VanMeter auditorium. The presentation was made by Mrs.
W. S. Bennett of the B. and P. W. Club.
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WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are an activity of

CAST (as tliey speak)

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head

Amelia Ellis ----------------------------___________________________--------------------_____ Val Doris Booth
Mary Nell Dodge --------------------_________ __________ _______________------------____ ____ Betty Leathers

Technical Staff for "GOODBYE, MY FANCY"

Clarisse Carter ----------------_______ ------------------------------- __________ ___ Ben Alyce Surgener

Stage Manager ________________________ ~ ------- -- - -- -- - - -- - ----- -- --- ________________June Carroll Lewis

Ginny Merrill ----------------______________________________________ ---____________.LaVerne VanCleave

Scenic Design ____________________ .___________ _____ ,___ , _________________________ _____June Carroll Lewis

Miss Shackleford --------- _________________________________________ ____ --_____ .________Mary Ann Reno

Crew ____________________________________ ________________ _______________________________________________._______________

Mr. Kelly ---.------------------_________ .._. _______ ._______ .____ --------------.---______ ____ ____Kenneth Shore

Bill Birdwell" Alice Allen, Leslie Thomas, Shirley Risher, Sara Cum-

Mr. Jones --.----.-.----------___ .__ ________________________ ____------.-.------------- ___________ ___P aul Koenen

mings, Ed CaIman, Joyce Connolly, Bill Waldrop, Bill Shelton, Horace

Joe Jordan -------.-------------_______________ ______ __.___ _________ ______________________ _____ Leslie Thomas

Snyder, Delman Jarvis, Bette Leathers, J an etta Williams, Joyce
Brooks, Sara Booher, Mary Ann Reno.
Script ________________________.____________________________ _________________________________ __________ _____ Alice Allen

Susan Foster ----------------_______ ___________ ______. ___ __ _________ .__________ ________ .__ . ____ Dee Dowding
Grace Woods ---------------------__________________ . _________ _.___-----.---._. ______ __ .. ____ Joyce Connolly
Agatha Reed -------.--.-------_____________ __.. ___________ ________.. ---.----_____ ...__ ____Jea nne Broadus

Lighting ________________ ._______ ________ ____Kenneth Shore, Paul Koenen, James Vaughn
Ellen Griswold ---.-----------__________ __________.__________ ___ .____ -_____ ________ ____ __________Sara Booher
Sound and Special Effects __________________________________________________________ LesHe Thomas
Prof. Birdeshaw ---.-----------.----_______.____ _____._._._________ ___ --.--------------- ______Joyce Brooks
Properti es __________________________________________________------____________ _____________________ __________ .___ _

AHc~ Allen, Bill Birdwell, Leslie Thomas, Mary Ann Reno, Bette

Carol Friedman --.-------------------------___ .______ ____ ______._____ -----..--.--.--.-._________ .Alice Allen

Leathers, Val Doris Booth.

Jo Wintner ---------.---------------------.--____ _.______________ --.------------- ________ ___ _____ Ruth Bilbrey

Make-up _______________________________________________________________._____________________ _____________ __________
Joe Kimbrough, Sara Cut;nmings, Steve Anna Stephens, Anne Hart
Robey, Bill Waldrop.
'Publi~ity

Artist __________________________ ________________________~ _______________________Joe Kimbrough

House Manager ________________ ____________ _______________________________ _____ _______ _______ Frank Bacon
BQ~

Dr. Pitt ------------------.------------.------ ___ ._____ . ___.__------------------------____ ________,W illiam Fogle
James Merrill ---.--------.---------------------------- _____._____ ._----------------------------.Lewis Baker
Prof. Dingley -----.----.----------------.-------- __________________-.---------.-----____ .____Edwin CaIman
Matt C<;>le ---------------.---------------------------______ ___ __-·-----.-.----------:-----------Vincent Sherry
Claude Griswold -----------------------.-------. _______.______________ ------- ----- ____Hugh Noffsinger

Office ____ ________________ _______________________________________________ .____ .___Mrs. Gussie Havard
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I ttGoodbye, My Fancy"
Presented Last Night

Bowling Green Playgoers
Applaud Western Players
added still furth er variety in perThe Western Players, under the sonalities, while P aul K oenen, Kendirection of Russell H. Miller, known neth Shore, and Leslie Thomas more
to all Bowling Green playgoers, h ave than adequately balanced the cast.
again rung down the curtain on a
WESTERN PLAYERS are to be
successful production. Presen ted
Thursday at Van Meter auditorium, congratulated not only for this ex"Goodbye, My Fancy" by Fay K a - ceptionally good production, but for
nin, met with wholehart ed applause the new crop of trou pe~'s, all of
whom Rre eligible for Oscars in the
from R sincere audience.
Jeanne Broadus, as Agatha Reed, writer's opinion. Of the 20 in the
congresswoman who is back at her cast, all but three are first timers.
The Play, "Goodbye My Fancy,"
alma mater to receive an honora ry
degree, played the stellar role wit? h as a particularly timely message,
sympathetiC u nderstanding. LeWIS and appropriately enough, the award
Baker, as J ames Merrill, college of "Career Woman, ~50, Bowling
president, presented picturesquely Green sponsored by t he Bowling
many of the problems faced by one Green' Business and Professional
in such a responsible position, and Women, was presented during inone man's way of meeting them. termission. Mrs. W . S. Bennett, acVincent Sherry, as Matt Cole, news companied by Mrs. Joe Andrews,
photographer and con testant for t he m ade the presentation to Miss Marhand of the "brilliant congresswoman , gie Helm, librarian who was elected
was most convincing in his dynamic by popular acclaim.
role.
Further credit goes to t he unseen
• •
workers, technical staff, without
JOYCE CONNOLLY, as Grace whose faithful efforts no play could
Woods, graduate of the sch ool of succeed. They are: stage manager i
hard knocks and &ecre tary to the and scenic design- June Carroll i
congresswoman, was delightful in Lewis; crew'-Bill Birdwell, A I ice i
her characterization , while Sara Allen, Leslie Thomas, Shirley Rish- '
Booher's gracefully satirical inter- er Sar a Cummings, Ed CaIman "
pretation of the bird-brained Ellen J~yce Connolly, Bill Waldrop, Bill
Griswold elicited many a chuckle. Shelton, Horace Snyder, Delm~n ;
Hugh Noffsinger as Claude Gris- J arvis, Bette Leathers, J an etta WIlwold, pompous, self-satisfied ch air- liams, Joyce Brooks, Sara Bo 0 her
m an of the board of trustees, now and Mary Ann Reno ; script-Alice
moves into the "veter an's" class.
Allen ; lighting-Kenneth shore, j
LaVerne Van Cleave, as Ginny Paul K oenan and J ames VauglUl; \
Merrill, has earned her orchid with sound and special effects-Leslie
her understanding enactment of the Thomas; properties-Alice Allen ,
daughter of the college president, Bill Birdwell, Leslie ThO!:nas, Mary ,
supported by her "classm ates," Ann Reno, Bette Leathers and Val I
Betty Leathers, Val Doris Booth, Doris Booth. Mark-up-Joe Kim- "
Ben Alyce Surgener, Dee Dowding, brough , Sara Cummings, Steve An- i
Alice Allen and R uth Bilbrey, all of n a Stephens, Anne Hart R obey and !
whom added colorful and sympathe - Bill Waldrop ; publicity artist-Joe i
tic contributions to complete the Kimbrough ; house manager-Frank i
truly excellent production.
Bacon ; and box office-Miss Gussie ~
Mary Ann Reno's portrayal of Miss Havard.
Shackleford leaves no doubt as to
who can fill the shoes of Miss Zasu
Pitts, when the time comes, and
PClYk
Da.ily News
Joyce Brooks, in her role as Pro!.
Birdshaw, left nothing to be desired .
William Fogle, as Dr. P itt, and
"Dec. 10,1950
Edwin CaIman as
Pro!. Dingley

By Muriel Hawkes
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By Kenneth Hall
"Goodbye, My Fancy," a comedy that combined laughs with
bright ideas was presented last night at Van Meter auditorium. This play was the fall productlOn of the Western Players
under the direction of Russell H. Miller.
"
This play, written by Fay Kanin,
was one of the biggest recent hits
on Broadway where it ran for well
over a year.
The Story
"Goodbye My F ancy" was both
lively and enligh teping. It was th e
romantie story of a lovely woman
from Congress who came back to
her Alma Mater twenty years later
to marry the college president, only
to find herself slowly losing her
heart to a "Life" photographer.
Though the president has become
a prisoner of the school's 0 erbearing
trustees, the Congresswoman tried
hard to keep her faith in him as she
helps him to regain his self respect
and integrity.
The need to stand up and fi ght
for what we believe is right as well
as. to be willing to face the h ard
facts of the world we live in was
the timely theme of the story. It
had some serious points although it
was written to be a cheerful, goodnatured comedy designed for laughing purposes.
The Cast
J eanne Broadus was seen as the
forthright Congresswoman who
faced up to her past when she returned to visit Alma Mater. Lewis
Baker was seen as t he college head
who had become a yes-man for the
trustees. Vincent Sherry played the
part"of the dynamic cameraman who
had been in love with the lady
from Congress ever since they met
in wartime. Joyce Connally portray-

I

ed

the

Congresswom an's wisegirl Friday. Laverne Van
Cleve was cast as the president's
disillusioned daughter and Betty
Leathers, Val Doris Booth, Ben
Alyce Surgener. Alice Allen, and
Dee Dowding were seen as College
seniors.
The other roles were assigned to
Mary Ann R eno, Sara Booher,
Charles Ball, Sam Fletcher, J oyce
Brooks, William Fogle, and Helen
StodgilJ.
All settings were designed by June
Carol Lewis.
cracki~g
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Studies Speech
At Columbia U. ·

II

Russell Miller, of the English dep artment and faculty director of the
Western Players, attended Columbia
University, New York, this summer.
He did gradua te work in speech psychology, educational founda tions
mental hygiene, and phonetics.
For the past three summers he
worked with the university'S dramatic workshop. One · of the activities of the workshipis the attendance by the students of different
plays that are being produced on II
Broadway. Dr. Paul -KO'.relka, direc- II
tor of the workshop, m akes arrange-I I
ment6 with the directors of the plays
being presented on Broadway for his
students to go backstage and observe
the technicalities of a production.
During Mr. Miller's first summer
there, he directed "The Contrast".
The second-suinmer he worked .with
the technical crew on the- summer
productions. He took part in ,.this
sUllUner's production "E s c-fip e",
which was It- revival of a play writ ten by 'John G alsworthy. Th,is play
was presented' in a theater located at
Broadway and One HundrE!d .T.wentieth street.
';'
While in New York, Mr., Miher. ·attended "'Oscar Levant's prograin,' of
GeOl:ge Gershwin's music ~t Lewis holm Stadium, Gladys Swai'thout's
prOgra'm t>f Rodgers and Hammerstein;s ' music, and the' Ballet~:rhea
ter's nrogram 0 ' HS wan iJlke",
"F a ncy ~Free: · ·,; and "Princess Auror a". Also hlclutled in the plays J')e
saw were l "As YoU' ·Like it", sta'iTffig
Katheryn H epburn , and. "Soubh P.a-':
cific", starring Mary Martin.
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DRAMA EDUOATORS
TO DISOUSST·HHATRE
~Teachin g

Associ ation, Speech
CrO'up Will Hold Sessions
Here From Dec. 27 to 30

By SAM ZOLOTOW
Little does Broadway realize
that 2,000 teachers, members of the
American Educational Theatre As.!Iociation, are employed to inculcate
in the next generation the rudiIn'e nts of the stage.
A mid-century convention will be
held Dec. 27-30, in conjunction
with the Speech Association of
America, at the Hotels Commodore
and Roosevelt, to keep university
and college directors, facult'ies of
their drama departments, children's
theatre directors and higt>-sehool
,
teachers of theatre cours~8'i~ ~ollch
with lalest developments:'
,
There will beI eighteen:
ie"cti~nal
.
_
\
. meetings, •two general sessions; . a
joint conclave with the Spe'e~h
,group and a special joint session
with the Theatre Library Association.
' ~
Topics to be discussed a~ the
general sessions are:
Children's Theatre,
Winifred
Ward ; High SchOOl Theatre, Dina
Rees Evans; University Theatre,
Alexander Drummond ; Community
Theatre, Mary Eva Duthie ; Professionalism in the American Theatre, Barrett H. Clark; Toward A
New Theatre in America, Robert
Edmond Jones ; Playwriting and
Theatre Architecture, Elmer Rice.
Some of the subjects to be treatat the sectional meetings will be:
Cinema Theatre Li g hting Equipment, Stanley McCandless; The
Professional Looks Back at Academics, Theodore Marcuse; George
Bernard Shaw as A Critic, John
Gassner; Recent Ibsen Criticism ,
Alan R. Thompson ; Problem~ of
Directing the Child Actor, J ean
Mills ; Tl}e Care and Prevention of
Playwrights, Walter Kerr; Current
Graduate Programs, Boyd M.
Smith; Television-the N ew Theatr e, Albert Crews,
The objectives of the A. E . T. A,
Include the encouragemen t of high
sta ndards of teaching and scholarship in the educational theatre ;
helping teachers with their part icular problems ; promoting proper
integration of theatre in the programs of educational institutions,
Sixteen or more committees are
delegated to survey the entire
field, report developments, make
r commend.a tions and prepare rna'
terials for teaching, reference and
production. Anyone Inter ested in
the sessions can attend by registerIng at the convention headquarters
in the Hotel Commodore.

.....
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Mr. Miller Attends
Speech Conference
Of The Mid-Century

.1 .1
"

Russell H. Miller, speech inst111Ctor, attel,lded the Mid-Century
Speech Confer ence in New YOl'k
City, D ec. 27-30.
The Mid-Century Speech Conference was the 1950 combIned n ational
convention of Speech ASSOCiation of
America,
American
Educational
Theater ASSOCiation , National UniverSity Extension ASSOCiation, and
the National Thespian Society.
Representing K entucky, Mr. Miller
served a s a member of the Committee on Consultations, one of the
many special services of the Speech
Association of America for its sustaining members.
Realism was urged in facing the
need of the times to utilize training
in all the mediums of communicat ion to build a bet ter informed public opinion in America.
Events of interest included a reception given by the American Nat ion al Theater Academy for some
of the members of A. E. T . A., at the
A. N. T. A. Playhouse after t he matinee of "Twentieth Century," n ew
Broadway ,hit show.

,
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The PLAYBILL
Published A nnuall y

ALPHA PSI OMEGA DRAMATIC FRATERNITY
Dr. P. F. Opp, Grand Bus iness M a nager, Box 347, Fa irmont, W . V a.
( Address Communica tions to Busi ness M an ager)
1 95 0

THE WESTERN PLAYERS
Wes tern I{y. State College

Bow lin g Gree n, Ky.

Prof. Ru sse ll H . Miller, dire ctin g the W este rn P la yers ,
built hi s productions for th e last sea so n ab out a Mid-Century cycle r ep rese ntin g fo ul' decades of Am erican p laywri t ing : "Nothing but t he Tl'u t h," 1915; "Mary the
Third," 1923; " The Petrifi ed Fores t ," 1935. a nd "All My
Sons," 1947. In Ma y, 1950, th e W es tern Players es t ablis hed a chapter of Alpha P s i Omega a s th e national drama t ics honol' soc iet y of t he college t hea t r e or g aniz a ti on.

Star<)~ Stage And·Screen

Players Offer
Variety In Drama
This Semester

•

Variety of activities is being
stressed in the productions Of the
Western Players this semester, according to R ussell H . Miller, ~ir
ector, who lists radio, center stagmg,
a musical', and a full scale production as highlights.
'
"Curse You, J ack Dalton," a m iniature musical experiment in center
staging will be given at the Players'
club meeting Feb. 27, and has been
requested for other performances.
"Kind Lady," a melodrama a dapted by ~dward Chadorov fron; Hu ~h
Walpole's tale of high crIme ~
swanky London, will be given AprIl
5 as the spring production by the
tlramatic group. The Shakespearean
play originally planned has been
postponed.
A radio adaptat.ion of a play by
Hendrik Ibsen will be give~ in
M a I' c h , which is ' InternatlOn~l
Theater Month. The p l~yers w~l
produce the half-hour radIO play ill
cooperation with UNESCO as an effort toward international cultural
.,
exchange:
Any student interested ill workmg
with the Western Players on any of
these productions should con tact Mr.
Mille r as soon as possible.

Co II 121e Hei'l~ts I-\~"'Q.ld

Next Play May Be
A Shakespearean
A Shakespearean production is
planned by the Western Players for
next semester, a ccording to Russep
H. Miller, director.
The play h as not yet been selected, but "The Merchant of Venice"
seems most likely at present. T entative dates for try-outs are J an. 30
a nd Feb. 2.
Western h as
not
attempted
Shakespear e since Reid S terret produced "Two Gentlemen of Verona"
a number of years ago.
A field trip is to be made by the
Players the first week of F ebrua)'y
to see t he Nashville Community
Playhouse version of "The Madwoman of Chaillot."
Another project for t he spring
semester will be the partiCipation of
the dramatic group in this year's
International Theater Project of
UNESCO. The na ture of production
has not been decided, although a
radio show series has been suggested.

c.o"e~e. H~i<Jn+S Hera..ld
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SPAKE SPEARE DELAYED

C HARLES LAUGHTON famous:charac~er actor ~f stage and screen, will
a ppear in Van Meter' Auditorium next Thrl sd~~ night; ~ovember 9,
at 8.:15. All proceeds ' will be u sed for under pnvIleged ehIldren.

0.", .

•

We had hoped to see a Shapespeaean production
at Western this semester, but the Western Players
have decided to wait until next year for the proJ~ct.
Plays by Shakespeare have proved popular WIth
college audiences on other campuses. La Salle ~ave
"Midsummer Night's Dream" for three straIght
nights last month. Last year the highlight ' of their
dramatic sea:son was "Macbeth." J anuar y also saw a
two-night performance of ,"The T aming of the
Shrew" by the Murray s tate College players. .
It is hoped th at .next year will see the l'evlval of
Shakespeare on the Wes tern stage.
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Western Players
Host A t Breakfast

Committ ees Announced
For H omecoming Breakfast

Committees have been announced
for the annual Homecoming breakfast to be held Saturday morning
at 9 :00 at the Helm hotel. They are,
program-Kenneth Shore; ticket;..Steve -Anna Stephens and Joe Kimbrough ; decorations-Betty Leathers,
Val Doris Booth and Sara ' Cumming's.
All alumni of Western Kent ucky
S tate College are invited to attend
the breakfast.
--0-.
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Forty-six members of the 1950-51
Western Players Club and their
guests were presen t for the second
annual Homecoming reunion and
breakfast of the organization yesterday morning at 9 :00 at the Helm
hotel. A color scheme of red and
white was used in the table decor ations, which were in charge of
Misses Sara Cummings, Val Doris
Booth and Bette Leathers. Miss
Steve-Anna Stephens and Joe Kimbrough were in charge of general
arrangements and Kenne th Shore,
vice-president, had charge of the
program.
Frank Bacon, president, welcomed
the returning graduates and talks
were made by Dr. Gordon Wilson
of the Western faculty and Russell
H. Miller, faculty director of the
Western Players.
Members and guests included Dr.
and Mrs. Gordon Wilson, Russell H. '
Miller, Bill Stephens, Lynn Miller,
Frank Bacon, Bette Leathers, Dell
Jarvis, Ruth Bilbrey, Horace Snyder, Bonita Williams, J . D. McKinley,
Janice F armer, Bill Shelton , Mary
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White,
Mike Aoun, Betty Chelf, O. V. Clark
Jr., Joyce Allen, Sam Fletcher, Paul
Koenen, Mary Ann Reno, Bill Waldrup, June Carol Lewis, Grace Lane,
Jeanne Broadus, Joe Kimbrough,
Rachel Loudermilk, Martha Crady, .
Joyce Brooks, Sara Cummings, Carolyn Carr McDaniel, Alice Allen, Kenneth Shore, Charles Ball, Edith Love
Hawkins, James Henry Holland, Lt.
Bob Spiller and Gregory Colson.
--0--
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Western Players
lIas Dinner-Dance
The December meeting of the
western Players was held in the
form of an informal dinner-dance
Wednesday night at the Archway
Inn. At the last regular meeting of
the Players it was decided to celebrate the completion of the busiest
year in the organization's history
with a · Christmas party. The year
included the productions. "Mary
the Third." "The Petrified Forest."
"All My Sons." "Southside U.
S. A .... and. bore recently. "Good- r
bye. My F ancy."
Arrangements for the occasion
were made by the social committee I
composed of Steve-Anna Stephens.
Bette Leathers. Bill Stephens and
Mary Ann Reno. The table was
decorated with modernistic Christmas trees. spun glass ornaments.
greenery and lighted white tapers.
After the dinner a picture was
made of the group for the Talisman
and a gift was presented Russell
H. Miller. faculty director of t he
Players.
Members and guests present were
Russell H. Miller. Mildred Hoffman,
Kenneth Shore, Norman Weilenman. Jimmy Withers. Grace Lane,
Don Dunn. Sara Cummings. Bill
Stephens, Mary Ann Reno, Frank
M. Bacon. Bette Leathers. Joe AlIen . Alice Allen, Frank Sauer.
Steve-Anna Stephens. Delmar Jarvis, Ruth Bilbrey. Joe Kimbrough,
Sara Booher . Betty Shelf. Norman
Cullen, Shirley Risher, Dee Dowding. June West. Bill Shelton, Horace Snyder and Orner Gosnell.
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WESTERN PLAYERS

At the last meeting of th e
Western Players the field trip
that had been planned in celebra tion of National Theater Week was
postponed until Februal\.y 27.
Instead of the regular monthly
meeting on that evening, the group
has planned a field trip and theater
party to Nashville to see the touring company of "Mr. Roberts,"
the sensational hit play in which
Henry Fonda packed the Alvin
Theater in New York City for
three years. Tod Andrews, popular
new star of stage and screen-"Summer and Smoke" and "outrage,"
plays the Fonda role in the presentation at Ryman Autitorium.
The regular F ebruary m eeting
has been postponed from February
27 until March 6 at which time the
workshop group will present its experiment in center staging, "CUI:se
You, Jack Dalton," in Van Meter
Autitorium. Due to the interest
shown in this experiment blending
the acting styles of the nineteenth
century with the newest twentieth
century form of staging, the public has been invited to the product ion. A small admission will be
charged t o cover production costs.
The n ext project of the Western
Players' club will be the presentat ion of a 30-minute radio dramatization as their participation in International Theater week, sponsored
by UNESCO during the month of
March.

RYMAN AUDITORIUM
Nashville, Tennessee
February 26, 27, at 8:30 P.M.
Matinee Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 2:30 P.M.

LELAND HAYWARD
Presents

T

ANDREWS
and th e New Yo rk Company in

. C. oHe,e.. He.i,hh \-terdlcl
'Ft'. b. 2."3~ 1,&1
estern Play f .'5
See "Mr. R~berts"
The February meeting of the
Western Players Club was in the
form of a theater party and a trip
to Nashville to attend the performance of the popular Broadway stage
hit, "Mr. Roberts," at Ryman audit orium.
Those I making the tI"lP were Russ ell H. Miller, director of the Western Players Clul), Misses Mildred
Hoffman, Frances Richards, Ruth
Hines Temple, Janetta Williams,
Joanne Hamrick, Jane Banks, Sara
Booher, Mary Lou Rogers, Nan
Doss, Alice Allen, Mary Jo Roemer,
Mary Ann Reno and Pat Fenwick,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Spencer, Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Rue Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. A. W . Reno, Jack Holeman ,
Bill Birdwell, Bill Bivin, Joe Kimbrough, Frank Bacon, Herman
Browner and Gilbert Smith.

"MISTER ROBERTS"

, ~.

--{)--
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by Thomas Hegg e n and Josh ua Log an

with

ROBERT ROSS

RUSTY LANE

LAWRENCE BLYDEN

Directed by Joshua Logan

SETTINGS AND LIGHTING BY JO MIELZINER

.
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Slate Melodrama Here For March 6
her brothel', who has a heart filled
with hope.
K enneth Shore and June Carroll
Lewis of toe program committee
are assisting Director Russell H.
Miller with the center-staging p1'bject. Music of th e "Naughty Nineties" is being added to the production. Two quartets will provide
music for "Curse You, J ack Dalton."

"Curse You, Jack Dalton," a
Nineteenth Century melodrama formerly presented as a . workshop
play for the Western Players Guild,
will be presented to th e public in
Van Meter auditorium at 8 :00 p.m.,
March 6.
The play is a comedy of melodramatic cliches with a surprise
ending.
The cast of characters includes
June B. West as Mrs. Donna Dalton, an aristrocratic matron with a
h eart of stone; Nan Doss as Eloise ,
Dalton, her daughter, who has a I
tender heart; J ames Ray Vaughn
as J ack Dalton, the manly hero, '
who has a heart of gold ; Jane Banks
as Anna Alvar ado, who has a heart
of granite ; Bill Stephens as Egbert
Van Horn, a deep-dyed villian who
h as no heart a t all; Lynn Miller
as Bertha Blair, poor but honest,
who has a heart filled with go.odness;
and Paul Koenen as Richard Blair,

"Curse You, Jack

City To Be
Offered First
'Arena Theater'

Dalton'~ Set

For Tuesday
The Western Players' workshop
is being opened to t he general public for .the current experiment in
center staging o.n Tuesday evening. "Curse You, Jack Dalton," a
melodrama o.f the "gay nineties"
period, is being presented in arena
form . .
In this sto.ry, the villain still pursues her! He not · only pursues
beautiful Bertha, t he sewing machine girl, but t hreatens to have
her committed to an insane asy- II
lum if she does not r enouce bur II
manly hero, J ack Dalton, and prom- II
ise to fly with him. You've met II
villains in your ' time, but never
such a sleek, treacherous, deepdyed vill in as Egbert Van Horn. II
Or' so m anly a hero as Jack Dalton, or a heroine with such flawless
qualities as Bertha Blair. T r- t his
combination add Jack's aristocratic mother who sneers at anybody
I whose name is not in the Social
Register, and Anna Alvarado, an
adventuress who. is determined to
wed Jack Dalton for his fortune,
and you have the plot formula fo.r
this comic satire on high society.
Special music of t he period has
~ been added by directbr Russell H.
Mlller in the form of barber shop
harmonizing by the Fifleaires and
character songs by members of the
cast group. The Rifleaires Is ' a
.quartet composed of Ezra D avis,
Pat Mastroleo, Joe Hope, and
James Sacca. "Sweet Adeline,"
everybody's girl frien d of the
Naughty Naughts and "Take Me
Out To the Ball Game" help create
the background of music.
'
The cast of "Jack Dalton" includes Jane Banks, June West, Nan
Doss~
James Ray Vaughan, Bill
Stephens: Lynn Miller and Paul
Koenen. The production is set for I!
presentation in-Van Meter audit<iri- II
um at 8:15 'P.m. Tuesday. The admission charge is 25 cents to cover
production costs .

I
J UNE WEST, who was seen in
"Southside U. S. A.", will playa
lead role in the western players'
revival of the 19th Century melodrama, "Curse You, Jack Dalton,"
to be given in Van Meter, at 8:00
p. In., March 6.

Colle~c t-Ie..,hts ~erCl.lcI
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Tomorrow night, Bowling Green
will be offered its first public performance of "arena theater."
"Center staging" or "theater in
the round," as it is variously called,
has had numerous exponents and
has proved popular in many sections of the country. Currently both
in Nashville and Louisville there are
groups of "circle" players presenting whole season programs
utilizing this new style of staging.
It is considered the most revolutionary American co.ntribution to stagecraft since electricity replaced the
older forms of illumination.
The Western Players under the
direction of Russell H. Miller are
opening their workshop experiment
in center staging, inviting the public to enjoy "Curse You, Jack Dalton," a Nineteenth Century melodrama with background music. Wilbur Braun, the pla.ywright, has
fashioned this comic burlesque of
"high society" in terms of melodramatic cliches. Barbershop harmonizing and character songs of the
period complete the hour and :t half
program.
Cast in "Curse You, Ja{:k Dalton," are a number of Western
Players who have been seen earlier this l1eason in "Southside U. S.
A." and "Goodbye, My Fancy"June B. West, Jane Banks, L y n n
Miller, Nan Doss, Bill Stephens,
J ames Ray Vaughan , Paul Koenan.
The Rifleaires, quartet compolied
of Ezra Davis, Pat Mastroleo, Joe
Hope and James Sacca, contribute
the musical background with period
music. The Western Players' crew
staging "Curse You, Jack Daiton "
includes June Carroll LeWis, Kenneth Shore and P aul Koenen.
The performance is scheduled for
8:15 p .m. at Van Meter auditorium.
"There are no. reserved ~eats for
the program. A small admission
charge of 25 cents will be made to
cover the costs of production. This
program was originally planned as
the first center staging of a Nineteenth Century melodrama with
music. Since it has been in rehearsal, the Arena theater on
Broadway is offering a musical revue for the first time and the Nashville Circle Players have open'ed with '
"Ten Nights In a Barroom."

1
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Tho Kiwanis Club of BOW"l.:Lilg Gl"EH.:ln, Ky.

PtJl"iod Music by

pr e S 0 ~rt s

- ftThe Rifleaires"-

Ezra Davis, Pat

~nstroleo,

Joe Hope,

Jar.~s

Sacca

The West 3rn Playors
in
"C U R S E

YOU,

JACK

DALTON1"

A Melodra,rJa. of Fifty Years Ago by Wilber Braun
In Two Acts

Musical Interlude between the ActsElizabeth fUQate, Jane Danks, Lynn Miller, Dill Stephens,
June D. West, and The Qw.rtet
..1cconpanist •••••• David Livingston
The Western Players are directed by R.ussell H. Miller
Crew for .this production:

Ca.st of CharactersMrs Donm Dalton, an aristocratic mtron, who has a.
heart of stono ••••••••• Juno n. Wost

Eloise Dalton, her daughter, \1ho has a tender heart •••
Nan Doss

The Kiwu.nis Club of :3owling Green, Ky, desires to thank
the following orGanizations and L:ercmnts for their efforts
u~ c.ontributions · to the shO\-"
Publicity:

Jack Dalton, our f.nnly hero, who hus a heart of gold.".
Jacos Ray Vaughan

Rudio St ations iKTO and ULDJ; and The Park City
Daily Ne'iiS.

Popcorn and Seasoning:
Anna A..1..varodo, who has a boart of granite •• Jane Danks
Egbert Van Horn, a deep..-dyed villain, \-/ho has no hoart
at all . ~ •••••••• " •••••• Dill St ophona
Bertha.

,Blair, po or but honest I \"/ho has a hoart filled
\"lith goodnaso •••• " •• " ••••••• Lynn Miller

Richard Blair, her brothor, who llo?-s a heart filled ,lith
hopa CI • • • ~""e!>". <- " c. C" . " "" "Q Paul Kllenon
The entire action of the pl ay t.ake s place in the Dalton
mnsion on upper fifth Avenue, Ne\1 York City.

June Carroll Lewis, Kenneth Shore
Paul Koenen , Joe lCinbrough
Mary Ann Reno

Bags for popcorn1
Piano:
Sta~

RoJnl

J. T. Patterson and Son

MUB~C

furniture:

Popcorn Village, Nashville, Tenn.

store.

Hancock's Furniture Store.

~e further wish to thank The ~estern Players and Russell
II. Miller for producing the ShOY/, and. to all others \1M have
contributed in nny way \1e offer our sincere thanks.

Plan Repeat'
Performance
A repeat performance of the
Western Players"experiment in center staging, "Curse You , Jack Dalton," is to be presented March 22
at the' Training school gymnasium
for the benefit of the Kiwanis club's
underprivileged children's fund.
Tickets priced at 50 cents plus tax
may be purchased at the D&F
market or from members of the
Kiwanis club. The play will get under way at 8 :15 p.m.
The repeat performance was decided upon because of the success
of the initial showing March 6 at
Van Meter auditorium.
Directed by Russell H . Miller. of
the Western ' State College English
department, "Curse You, Jack Dalton" is a melodrama of the "Gay
Nineties" by Wilbur Braun. It will I,
be presented in two acts.
.
A comic satire on high !Society,
action of the play takes place in a
mansion on Fifth avenue, New
York City.
. Background music for the prOdUC- 1
tion will be provided by the Rifleaires, a quartet composed of Sgt.
Ezra Davis of the ROTC staff at
Western and Pat Mastroleo, Joe
Hope and James Sacca, members
of the Western ROTC unit. This
quartet and Elizabeth Fugate, Jane
Banks, Lynn Miller and B!ll ' Stephens will present a musical interlude between acts. The accompanist
will be David LiVingston.
The cast includes June B. West,
Nan Doss, James Ray Vaughn,
Jane Banks, Bill Stephens, Lynn
Miller and Paul Koenen . .

'P~,.k
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By RAl' GAINES

hope to add about

I

$200 to their underprivileged children's fund Thurs- ,

day night when the Western Players present "Curse
You , Jack Dalton" at the College High gymnasium.
The fund cim use the money. Thomas L . Diemer, .
who is in charge of arrangements for the play, saic;i
the fund presently contains only about $40. Even in
the capable hands of Fred Nahm Sr., who administers the fund for the club, this amount can't go far
toward buying clothing, fuel, milk and other food for
underprivileged youngsters of Bowling Green.
In vieW of this situation, Kiwanians are particularly anxious to fill the 400 seats to be I available at
the College . High gym Thursday night.

The Rifleaires will pr ovide "period music" for the experiment In center
staging "Curse You, Jack Dalton," to be presented by the Western
Players at t.he College High gymnasium Thursday night. Left to
right, they are Pat Mastroleo, Sgt. Ezra Davis, Joe Hope and James
Sacca.

At 8: 15 p.m. Thursday in the College High gymnasium the Bowling Green Kiwanis club is offering
"Curse You, Jack Dalton," the
Nineteenth Century melod.r a m a
with musical tririunings ... "Curse
You, Jack. Dalton" y..as originally
presented as an ejl:.perim-ent in 'c entel' stagin g by the Western . Players
in an "on stage" theater at Van
Meter Auditorium as their workshop
program for March 6.
Thursday evening's performance

.

is for tl;le benefit of t he Kiwanis
club's underpldvileged children's
fund. The arena style of staging
will be kept . and the original cast
of Director Russell H. M!ller's Western Players' workshop. Included in
th~ cast are Jane Banks, June B.
West, 'Lynn Miller, Nan Doss, Bill
Stephens, James Ray Vaughan, and '
Paul Koenen. Members of the cast
combine with David Livingston
and Elizabeth Fugate in the musical
seque.r:ce between the acts.
Featured in the creation of period
music for the program are the ~i
fleaires, Western ROTC quartet
composed of Sgt. Ezra Davis, ·. Pat
Mastroleo, Joe Hope and ' James
Sacca. The stylized presentation re.creates a period when barbershop
harmonizing was the popular form
of American music.
.i •
Tickets for the benefit pertoi:mance are priced at 50 cents plus
tax. They. may be secured from any
member qf the Kiwanis club alld at
the D&F . Market. No reserviftjons
are necessary. Tickets may be secured at the ,Qollege Jiigh ' gym
Thursday night.

I
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Melodrama To
Be Repeated
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THE CIRCLE Players of Nash ville recen tly presented a revival of "Ten Nigh ts in a Bar R oom,"
comic melodrama of the t urn of the centur y, as an
arena-type production.
Last month, the B Green Ro om Players, centerstaging group producing on the Brown Hotel roof
garden, offered "Duley," a comedy by George Kaufman; which, incidentally, was the first production
of the Bowling Green Players Guild back in 1933.
In "Curse You, Jack Dalton" . Bowling Green residen ts will h~ ve their first opportuni ty to see the
center-staging development utilized . At the same
time they will ' be aiding a worthy ca uS'e.
Ticket~ for 'the play, priced at 50 cents plus tax,
may be purchased at the D&F market or fr om members of the Kiwanis club.
Have you bought your'i yeU

What D'y~now 6Y LINDA LImN' _ I II
L-----------~--------~~l
, --------------------~------~ 1 1
This, That and the Other ..~J~
If you want a good laugh be sure to go see "Curse You , Jack
Dalton;" tomorrow night at 8:15 in the College Hi~h gym because
this ever-popular "melerdramer" is being presented there tomorrow
night by the Western Players . . .. it was first given as their workshop ~pgraI11 on March 6 and it was done so cleverly that requests
began'"" pqUl'ing in for it to be repeated "pub.licly" . .. . "Curse You,
Jack Dalton," is a revival number here because on the night of J an uary 16, 1940, this dramatic miniature was given at a meeting of the
B. G. Players Guild at the Hostess House with Russell Miller, then
head of the B. U. typewriting department as director, and tJhe next
morning it was given at the B. U. chapel program: ... the cast
then included Margaret B. King, also· of the B. U. faculty, Doro thy
Armstrong, Ethel Browning Downing, Houston and Alice Griffin,
Sa;-nuel Woolsey of the B. U. faculty, and Loren Putnam, then B. G.
High band director . . . . Louise Nahm (Mrs. , Manuel) 'Lapidus was
assistant director and ·Muriel (Mrs. Maleolm ) Hawkes was accompanist for the musical interlude . ... Russell, who now heads the'
Western Players, is again director of "Curse You, Jack Dalton, or
No Mother to Guide Her," and the present cast is composed of Jane
Banks, June B _ West, Lynn Miller, Nan Doss; B1ll Stephens, James
Ray Vaughn and Paul Koenen . . . . in the musical interlude will
be Elizabeth Fugate and David Livingston and the Rifleaires, Ezra
Davis, Pat Mastroleo, Joe Hope and James Sacca .. . . proceed's from
the show will go to the Kiwanis Club's underprivileged children's
fund, which is the worthiest of worthy causes. • ••••
- :-

-.-
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A repeat performance of the
Western Player's experiment in
center staging, "Curse You, Jack
Dalton" was presented last night
at 8:15 in the Training School gymnasium. The performance was for
the benefit of the Kiwanis club's
underprivil.e ged children's fund.
The r epeat performance was decided upon because of the success
of the initial showing March 6 at
Van Meter autitorium.
Directed by Russell H . Miller,
"Curse You, J ack Dalton" is a twoact melodrama of the "Gay Nineties," by Wilbur Braun. A comic
satire on high SOCiety, action of the
play takes place in a mansion of
;Fifth avep.ue, New York City.
Background music for the production was provided by the Rifleaires,
a quartet composed of Sgt. E:r;a
Davis of the ROTC staff, and Pat
Mastroleo, Joe Hope and James
Sacca, members of the Western
ROTC unit. This quartet and Elizabeth Fugate, Jane Banks, Lynn
Miller and Bill Stephens presented
a musical interlude between acts
accompanied by Dave .Livingston. '
The ca,st included June B. West, .'
Nan Doss, James Ray Vaughn,
J ane Banks, Bill Stephens, Lynn
Miller and P aul Koenen.

Colle,a "'e.{,hb Huo..14
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AS FOR THE play itself, that, too, provides an
-interesting story.
'
"Curse You, Jack Dalton" is a melodrama dealing with high SOCiety at the turn of the cen tury. It
is being presented as an experiment in center staging.
Center staging, as many of you may know, is a play
pr esented without the benefit of scenery or other
backdrops. The actors have only furniture and oth er
such props to aid t hem in their efforts.
The audience sits on three side of the players and
looks down on the actors much in the manner of the
Shakespearean theater.
Ru~sell H . Miller, Western faculty member who
is eirecting the play, calls center staging or arena
playing, as it also is known , the newest American
contribution to modern thea trical development.
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The Wes t e rn Players
pre s ent
As a Wor kshop Experiment in Center StagingIlC U R S E

YOU,

J A CK

D A L T 0 N] fI

. A He]odrama of Fifty Years Ago by Wilbur Braun
In r-.vo Acts
Cast of Characters}Irs. Donna Dalton , an aristo cratic mat ron, who has a heart of stone •••
June B. \"\'est
Eloise Dalton, her dau ghter, -:lho has a t ender heart ••• Nan Doss
Ja ck Da lton , our manly h e ro, I'lho has a hea rt of gold •• James Ray Vaughan
Anna Alvarado, 7ho ha s a heart of c:rani teo •••••••••••• Jane Banks
Egb ert Van Horn, a deep- dyed villain, who has not heart at all •••
Bill Stephens
Bertha Blair, poo r but hone st, who has a heart filled .vi th goodness •••
Lynn Mill er
Richa rd Blair, her brother, who has a heart filled with hope •••
Pau l Koenen
The entire action of the play tw~ es place in the Dalton mansion on
upper Fifth Avenue, New Yo:rk City
Period Pusic by
tiTh e Rifleaires ll Ezra Davis , Pat Mastrol eo, Joe Hope , James Sacca
Husical Interlude -be t vleen the ActsElizabeth Fugate , Jane Banks, Lynn ~uller, Bill Stephens,
and The Quartet
Accompanist •••••• David Livin gston
Van Heter Audi torium
Tuesday, Harch 6, 1951

8:15 p .m.

The '--este rn Plave rs' V:orkshop is direct ed by Russ ell H. Hiller
CreYi for this p r oduction: June Carr oll LeWis , Kenneth Shore,
Paul Koenen
Art pu'Jlici t y By Hal Gomer

-ADMIT ONE-

"Curse You, Jack Dalton"
Thurs., March 22, 8: 15 P. M.
TRAINING SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
Benefit of Kiwanis Club
Underprivileged Children's Fund
Admission: SOc, Tax lOe-Total SOe
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SARA
•
DOWNING
IN

BACON
.

f(ENNETH

JUNE

SHORE

CARROLL
LEWIS

ALICE
ALLEN

MACON

RAY

, JEANETTA
WILLIAMS

Cast Chosen
For Next Play
To Be April 5
The cast for "Kind Lady," mystery melodrama to be presented
by the Western Players, April 5,
has been announced by director
Russell H. Miller.
Pla-;iers in this spring production
a re Alice Allen, Joyce Connolly,
Cherokee Sherry, Elise Harris,
Mary Ann Reno, June Carroll Lewis
Shirley Risher, Frank Ba'c on, Ken~
netll Shore, Ed Bridges, and Charles
Croft.
"Kind Lady" ls a mystery melodrama about a gang of clever rogues who h eld a helpless lady captive in her own house and endeavor
j;o seize her )Vealth. A story of subdued horror is told with suspense.
A wealthy. lonely lady with a
kind heart finds that her generosity
has been imposed upon. She has befriended a cultivated vagrant who
tries to interest her in his wretched
family. His wife faints on her doorstep, and the lady charitably takes
him in.
Presently the lonely lady finds
that she is harboring a gang of
thieves, who take over her house,
cleverly dlseng age h er from her
friends and relatives and proced to
aell off her paintings and get control
of her fortune.
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Western Pla yers
To Present
"Kind Lady"
One of the most exciting melodramas to reach the Ameri ca n
stage in several years, about a
kind-he arted lady who Jives to learn
th at bread cast upon the waters
can come back poison, has been
chosen by Director Russell H. Miller for the spring production of the
Western Players.
Casting was completed this week
for the psychological thriller scheduled for presentation in Van Meter
auditorium on April 5. ;h~ play is
the Broadway horror hit by Edward
Chodorov called "King Lady," adapted from an original tal~ by Hugh
Walpole.
As the rIch and warm-hearted
spinster who's foolish enough to invite a young and handsome ruffian
into her home for tea on Christmas
Eve, Sara Downing, junior from west
Virginia, will be seen in the Western Players' production of "Kind
Lady" in the role played in New
York by Grace George for over 200
performances.
Frank Bacon, senIor from MadIsonville, will be seen here as the
ring-leader of the gang of thieves
who worm their way lnto the confidence of the incautious spinster,
move into her home, hold her captive and wear her down to a point
of signing papers that would have
put them in possession of her considerable fortune .
As the conspirators in the ruse,
Martha Helen Long will be seen as
the ringleader's wi fe , K enneth
Shore, June Carroll Lewis and Shirley Risher as sup p 0 5 e d relatives, and Charles Craft as the doctor. Alice Allen, Mary Ann Reno,
Janetta Williams , Macon Ray,
Lewis Baker, Ed CaIman and Julian Berry are others who have been
a~s igned roles in "Kind Lady," a
play 50 creepy that one New York
critic (Richard Lockridge, Ne w
York Sun) wrote that he went from
it "weak-kneed and casting anxious
glances over t he shoulder."
Brooks Atkinson, New York Times,
praised it as a story of subdued
horror told with agonizing suspense.
Assisting Mr. Miller with the
staging are Joe Kimbrough as
scenic artist and Mary Ann Reno
as stage manager.

Pa....k C,i;y .Do..ily News
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, lUARY ANN RENO bas one of the
leading roles in the Western Players' p r oduction, "Kind Lady," "
mystery melodrama, to be presented here April 5.

Colle, e He..'1hh ~nud
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To Appear In Play

SARA DOWNING will play the 'title role in the' Western Players' s)?ring
production, "Kind Lady," a suspense melodrama with emphasis on the
psychological. l\'lacon Ray also has a leading part in t h e play.

* * ** ** * *

*

Sara Downing Cast In
Title Role"Of "Kind Lady"
Sarah Downing will be seen in
the role of Mary Herries, the wealthy, lonely and all too inllocent
"]tind lady" of the exciting melodrama called "Kind Lady," which
the Western Players will present at
Van Meter Autitorium on Thursday
evening, April 5.
This is .the role created by Grace
George on the New York stage and

papers that would put them in
possession of her for tune.
The whole ~ood of ~'Kind LtdY"
is said to be one of creeping terror.
Its suspense stems from the repeated efforts of the spinster, almost driven out of her ,mind by the
captors, to out-wif them.
Frank Bacon will be seen h ere in
the role of the crafty and cultivated
ringleader of the gang, played oripla,yed by her during two long-run ginally by Henry Daniell. Other
Broadway engagements of "Kind members of t he suave and politely
Lady ."
terrifying group of plunderers will
Belonging to the suspense school be acted by Kenneth Shore, June
of .Jirarna, "Kind Lady" relat€s the
thrilling adventure of a kind-hearted
spinster who is ingeniously triCked
into letting a gang of crooks into
her home. The crooks thereupon
board up the house, announce through the ' papers that the lady is
traveling abroad, and proceed to
wear her down to a point of signing

f;:r~~l::~~~~~~~~l!i~~~rit,~~~=

Ian Berry, Janetta Williams, Macon
R ay, Mary Ann R eno, Alice Allen,
and Lewis Baker.
At present "Kind Lady" is being
made into a motion picture with a
cast headed by Ethel Barrymore,
Maurice Evans, Angla Lansbury,
and Kennan Wynn .

c..oll e~e f4c i4 hts fi e r O-ld
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Wester~ Players' Spring
Production Is 1<.ind.Lady'

Cast In "Kind ·Lady",

. Edward Chodorov, author of
"Kind Lady," the sprin g production of the Western Players to be
presented ill, Van Meter auditorium
on April 5, is another of the illustrious alumni of Erasmus High
school in Brooklyn . Erasmus h ad a
rich theatrical tradition in that such
st ars a s Barbara Stan wyck, Edward Everett Horton , J ane Cowl,
and Norma and Constance Talmadge, had all emer ged from there.
To a stage-struck young man, as
was Chddorov, this was enough inspiration.
As far as Edward knows, this
love for the stage first got into the
Chodorov veins when his Russian
great-grandfather, who had an inn
near Kiev, started a little theater to
persuade his customers to stay
there. "Bed, board and theatertwo rubles and up," is the way his
great grandson summed it up.
Edward Chodorov started nls theatrical career as a stage manager
_____
Mary Ann Reno

NEW MEMBERS of the Western Players, Alice Allen (left) and Janetta
Williams, will appear in "Kind Lady" here April 5 at 8:15 p. m.

Mo.,..
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Western Players To Give "Kind Lady"
A~s Spring Production Here 'April 5
By Jo Ann Jessee
The Western Pla yers will present
"K ind Lady", a
m ystery m elodrama, in Van Meter Auditorium,
Thursday evening, April 5, at 8 :15.
Director Russell H . Miller is considering t he possibility of a p revue
performance on Wednesday evening, April 4, if n ecessary a rrangements ca n be m ade. Reser ved seats
may be secured in a dvance of the
play t he week of the production in
t he bur sar's office .

• • •

en ga gements, "Kind Lady" successf ully passed the most exacting test
of enter tainment values and public
acceptance.
Sara Downing will be seen in the
t itle role of t he wealth y, lonely lady
wi t h a kind h eart who befriends,
one after another , a cultivated va grant, his ailing wife and child, and
their supposed r elatives. Too late,
the genial and unwary hostess find s
she is harboring a sinister gang of
thieves. Her gener osity leads her
into a horribly terrifyin g a dvenfure,
as she is h eld prisoner in her own
house for years, slowly dr ained of
h er m oney, h er contact with t he
world-and almost h er sanity.

EDWARD CHODOROV' S m yster y
m elodrama. is the horror story of a
woman almost killed by h er own
kindness. With its psychological a nd
sociologica.l implications, t he play
* • *
THE SUSPENSE in "K ind Lady"
is dfferent from anything the West er n Players have presented to date. mounts as the harrowed spinster
Having t hrilled and chilled' New a ttempts to outwit her crafty capYorkers in two long-run Broadway tors and get word to her friends

outside, only to be th warted by the
plunderers time and aga in .
Frank B acon will have the r ole
of the gan g's r ingleader, a suave
ch aracter wh o is r a th er a combination of Svengali, Kind Hear ted Herbert, and Dapper Dan, with a t ouch
of R affles 011 th e side. His
accomplices, who are hauled into
th e spinster's h ouse by a cool ruse,
will be played by June Carroll
Lewis, K enne th Shore, Martha
Helen Long, Shirley Rish er , and
Charles Craft.
Other impol'tant roles a re int~r
preted by Alice Allen, Macon Ray,
J ann etta Williams,. Mar y Ann Reno,
Charles Ball, Lewis Baker, Julian
Berry. Mary Ann Reno is stage
manager and Joe Kimbrough ,
scenic artist , for Western Players'
prod'u ction of 'Kind Ladf."

MCl.\".
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for a company touring a show
through South Africa. Since then,
he's been a press agent for Columbia Pictures, one of the highest paid
scenarists at several m ajor studios,
and has written several Broadway
hits. His younger brother, Jerome,
is the co-au thor, with Joseph Fields,
of a brace of hits- "My Sister Eileen" and "Jun ior Miss.';
"Kind Lady" is described ' by the
New York Times critic as "one of
the best melodramas of the modern
theater." In .i ts atomosphere of terror and · agonizing . suspense, a
wealth y spinster is doable-crossed
by a group of people she :befriends,
kidnaped in her own houlle for several nightmarish years durmg which
she t ries to out-wit her captors and
get word of her plight . to friends
outside.
T he particular friend outside is
Lucy Weston, played by Mary Ann
Reno, 'junior of Cleveland. Her first
appearance with Western " Players
was as Miss Shackleford , the alwun i" secretary in th e fall produc,wr>n,
"Goodbye, My F ancy." D1r_ tor
Russell H. Miller h as also ~ed
in the present 'castin g Fra.nk:.oi .acon , Sara Downing, Lewis ~.er ,
Alice Allen, Macon Ray, .)anetta
Williams, Kenneth Shore, June Carroll Lewis, Charles Ball, Shirley
Rish er , Charles Craft, Mar tha H elen Long and Julian Ber ry.

\

To Appear In Spring Production

EXPERIENCED WESTERN PLAYERS are (left to right) Frank Bacon, June Carr~l Lewis, and Kenneth
Shore, aU of whom have lead roles in "Kind Lady," mystery melodrama to be presented as the spring
production by the Western Players in Van Meter, Thursday night, April 5, at 8:15. The three pictured have
appeared with the Players in several productions.
.

Silence Sometimes Mak~s
For Dramatic Moments

Janetta Williams, Mac(Jn
Ray Cast In HKind Lady"

I

Janetta Williams, Macon Ray
\
Prominent in the cast · of West- and board up her house.
.
ern Players' spring production,' The western Players' productlOn
"Kind Lady," are Janetta Wil- is scheduled for April 5 in Van
liams of Bowling Green and Macon Meter auditorium. Director RusRay of White Plains, Ky. As tI:e sell H. Mill~r has included in h.i s
young American bond salesman m cast for thIs suspe~lse thnller, m
London, Mr. Ray is engaged to the addition to ' Miss WIllams and Mr.
"Kind Lady'S" niece. About the two Ray, Frank Bacon, Sara Downng,
characters is woven the romantic June Carroll Lewis, Kenneth Shore,
element of the melodrama.
ShitIey Risher, Mary Ann Reno,
The terrifying story of a slightly Charles Ball, Alice Allen, Charl~s
eccentric and wealthy spinster who Craft, Martha Helen Long, LeWIS
is kidnaped in her own home, Baker and Julian Berry.
"Kind Lady" resorts to none of the
usual tricks employed by dramaPo...-k
Da.i1y News
tists of the gooseflesh school of
writilig. Though not a snot is fired
tv\a.r. 25" 1~5 1
in three tense acts, no clutching
hand seen, nor . a police a1arm
sounded, -the suspense in "Kind
Lady" is said to be so well sustained and agonizing that audiences
experience chills, t hrills and fevers
right up to the last shocking surprise, which occurs at the final
curtain .
Trouble for the "Kind Lady" of
the title starts when she findS at
her door one Christmas eve a shallbil.r . dressed young man whom she
in'd..tedo1nto her home for tea, and
dis~rs to be an extremely cultivaWll connoisseur of art. Days
latet.i he ' is b~ck to return a jade
cigare'tte case he had stolen on his
first visit, with the story that he
had pawned it to help a sick wife
and child, who are waiting in the
street for him. The spinster has
them in, and sends the young man
for a doctor.
Within the week, the family she
befriends, aided by three supposed
relatives, move in upon the "King I
Lady" to stay. They dismiss the
servants hold the spinster prisoner,
spread ~ord that she has sailed
suddenly for a trip around the world, !

ei+y

I

June Carroll Lewis
In waltzes and other music, the
most lovely effects are achieved
sometimt!s not by the notes played,
but by . the notes that are not
played-that is why the quarternote rests involving split-second
silence are as vibrant as the music
itself. Similarly, in plays the most
effective dramatic moments sometimes are achieved by the skilled
use of silence.
Throughout "Kind Lady," the
melodrama to be presented as
their spring production by the Western Players in Van Meter auditorium next Thursday night by manipulation of silent characters in the
play, Edward Chodorov, the playwright, has obtained some of the
most exciting effects of the impending menace that runs through the
piece. Three characters are silent.

• • •

THE THREE c hal' act e l' II
are members of the band of conspirators who take \ over a great
London town house and imprison
a kindly woman, the owner. The
leading conspirator, pI aye d by
Frank Bacon, is almost too voluble
in a silkenly smooth way, but in
contrast with him the grim silence
bf the other three builds suspense.
One of the silent ones is Ada, to
be played by Martha Helen Long,
of Hofjkinsville, who first appears
as a woman who has fainted outside the house and is brought inside. Supposedly ill, she later· re-

Pa.rk. C i ~>, .Do..ily N e.w s
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A deftl f ightening rl y

KIND LADY
. Spring Production of Western Players
with
Frank Bacon, Sara Downing, June Carroll Lewis, Kenneth Shore, Alice Allen, Macon
Ray, Mary Ann Reno, Janetta Williams, Charles Ball, Shirley Risher, Martha Helen
Long, Lewis Baker, Charles Craft, Julian Berry.

Directed by Russell H. Miller

Thursday

April 5

8:15 P. M.

Van Meter Auditorium
Reserved Seats
$1.00
General Admission SOc
(Advance S!lle at Bursar's Office, W. K. S. C., April 2 - 5>

Kenneth Shore
vives so thoroughly as to confirm
the suspicion of the innocent persons in the play that her illness
was feigned. The only sounds she
utters are shrieking laughs or
monooyllables.
The second silent character is a
doctor brought in to attend Adaobviously a "planted" doctor, just
as Ada's fainting fit was planted.
As played by Charles Craft, Addison, N. Y., he, too, says nothing
except to order her crisply to bed.

.. . .

THE THIRD mute character in
"Kind Lady" is a moronic girl afflicted with kleptomania and such
other disorders as the audience can
apprehend only vaguely. As played by Shirley Risher, J ohnstown,
Pa., Aggie prowls the "kind lady's"
house and the audience realizes almost anything might happen if she
were left alone.
The two major conspirators, who
exert a restraining control over the
silent members and collaborate
with the leader in directing and effecting operations, are Mr. and
Mrs. Edwards, played by June Carroll Lewis and Kennetl1 Shore, described in their own words as
"pretty tough customers."
Character contrasts provide interestin~ aspects of the highly entertaining melodrama. Stagecraft
for the Western Players' . prod~c
tion is directed by Mary Ann Reno,
stage manager, and Joe Kimbrough
senic artist, and members of the
play production classes. The entire
production is under the direction of
Russell H. Miller, director of speech
activities for the English department.
Other members of the cast include Sara Downing, Alice Allen,
Janetta Williams, Macoh Ray, Mary
Ann Reno, Lewis Baker, Charles
Ball and Julian Berry.

Westeu-n's Play To Be Thursday

Tickets For ~'Ki.nd Lady"
To,Go On Sale Tomorrow

WESTERN . Kentu cky S tate
College's dramatic group, Western
Players, is putting the finishing
touches to its spring produc tion
of Edward Chodorov's m elodrarna, "Kind Lady," adapted from
a tale b y Hugh Walpole. Under
the direction of Russell H. Mil-

Allen, Sebree; J anetta Williams,
Bowling Green; Macon Ray,
Wh ite Plains; Mary Ann Reno,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Martha
Helen Long, Hopkinsville ; Charles
Craft, Addison, N. Y.; Kenneth
Shore, Philpot; June Carroll
Lewis, Jeffersontown; Shirley
Risher, Johnstown, Pa.; Charles
BaIt Madisonville, and Juhan
Ber;y, Glasgow.
.
Stagecraft executed ' by the
play-production classes. is under
the direction of Joe KImbrough ,
Bowling Green, as scenic artist
and Mary Ann Reno, stage mana ger:

ler, director of speech activities
in the English departIihent, t he
. p roduction is scneduled for p re-.
sent ation in Van Meter Auditorium on Thursday evening,
April 5.
Included in the cast of " Kind
L ady" are F rank Bacon of Madi- r-?=,,==== ==========L
. sonville; Sara Down ing, Ho~se
Cav e; Lewis Baker, Clay ; AlIce
\...oui s vi ne Couri er - l"ou rna.1

I

I,

Tickets for "Kind Lady," the
spring production of Western Players under the direction of Russell
H. Miller, wlll go on sale on Monday.
This melodramatic thriller which
has enjoyed , two separate longrun engagements on Broadway will
be presented in Van Meter audirium Thursday night at 8:15. General admission tickets will be on
sale in Cherry Hall lobby. Reservations go on sale at the bursar's office in Van Meter hall on Tuesday
morning. Reservation may be lpade
by calling Mrs. Gussie Havard and
having her hold tickets to be picked
up at the box-office Thursday n ight.
"Kind Lady" is the story of the
harrowing adventures that befall a
wealthy and warm-hearted spinster
after she invites a shabbily dressed
young man into her home for tea
one Christmas Eve. When she discovers that the vagrant is an unusual and ' intelligent person, with
an educaj;ed appr&eiation of the
"old masters" on her walls, she
takes a liking to him. Soon, by

many subtle devices, he has wormed himself and wha t prov.e to be
his gang of t hieves into her household, and taken her prisoner. The
effect is as if a kitten let in for a
dish of warm milk turned suddenly
into a menaCing tiger.
The play's taut suspense grows
out of the dogged efforts of the
spinster, frustrated time and again,
to get news of her incredible
plight to the outside world. Sara
Downing, junior from West Viginia,
will be seen as the' gracious and
gentle "king lady"_ who_ is almost
driven out of her mind by her captors.
Frank Bacon, senior from Madisonville, will portray the suave king
Qf thi~ves. This Dickensian group of
characters) s played by June Carroll
Lewis, K enneth Shore, Shirley Risher, Martha Helen Lon g, Charles
Craft and Julian Berry. Counter to
the lawless group, Lewis Baker,
Alice Allen, Mary Ann Reno, Janetta Williams, Macon Ray and
Charles Ball represent aristocracy on
varying economic' levels.

I
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Ad m it O n e

KIND LADY
Van M ete r Auditorium.
Thursday, April 15, 1951 8:15 P .M .

SOc

G en eral Admi ss io n

A deftl y frightening play . . .

KIND LADY
. Spring Production of Western Players
with
Frank Bacon, Sara Downing, June Carroll Lewis, Kenneth Shore, Alice Allen, Macon
Ray, Mary Ann Reno, Janetta Williams, Charles Ball, Shirley Risher, Martha Helen
Long, Lewis Baker, Charles Craft, Julian Berry.

Directed by Russell H. Miller

Thursday

April 5

8:15 P. M.

Van Meter Auditorium
Reserved Seats
$1.00
General Admission SOc
(Advance SIde at Bursar·s Office, W. K. S. C. April 2 - 5)
t
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Special Prevue
Of "Kind Lady"
Is Scheduled

t
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Western Players
To Present
Prevue Tonight

II/Kind Lady" Pleases
, Prevue Patrons; 2nd
Per~ormonce Tonight

Alice Allen

"Kind Lady," Edward Chodorov's
melodrama to be presented by the
western Players for their spring
pro<,iuction, will be given a special
prevue tomorrow night.
This present ation will be open to
students and the public at the regular reservation and general admission prices. Tickets may be secured
at the box office in Van Meter a uditorium 'tomorr ow night. The advance sale of general admissions is
being handled from Cherry Hall
lobby by members of the Western
Players.
The prevue was arranged to allow those patrons who have con flicts on Thursday nigh t to see the
production. The Thursday evening
performance will stand as scheduled and advance r eservations m ay
be secured at the bursar 's office a t
WKSC or by calling Mrs. Gussie
Havard there and having seats held
until Thursday night.
Among the outstanding new members of the cast that director R ussell H. Miller has assembled for
"Kind ' Lady" is Alice Allen, sophomore from Sebree, Ky. She was
briefly seen as one of the members
of the senior class of Good Hope
College in "Goodbye, My Fancy"
last December. Oth er members of
the cast include Sara Downing,
Frank Bacon, Lewis Baker, Mary
Ann Reno, J anetta Williams, Macon
Ray, Martha Helen Long, Ch arles
Craft, Kenneth Shore, June Carroll
Lewis, Shirley R isher, Charles
Ball and Julian Berry.
Joe Kimbrough of Bowling Green
is scenic artist for the production.
The technical crew for . stagecraft
under the leadership of Mary Ann
Reno as stage manager includes
Julian Berry, Elizabeth Fugate,
Shirley Risher, Charles Craft, Lewis
Baker, B. B. Br own, J une B. West ,
J ane - Banks, Robye Anderson,
George Baxter , James Eaton a nd
J ames Elam .

rc..rk
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Lewis Baker

A prevue of the 'Western Players'
spring production of Edward ChodOl'oV'S melodrama, "Kind Lady,:'
will be presented in Van Meter audItorium tonigh t at 8:15. Tickets m ay
be secur ed at t he door for either reserved seats or general admission.
The regular opening of the play
is scheduled for tomorrow night.
I T ickets for that performance may
; be purchased in advance from any
: member of Western Players or
I r eservat ions made by calling Mrs.
Gussie H avard at t he bursar 's of- I
I fice at Western . T ickets m ay also I
I' be secur,ed for the ,Thursday evening performance a t t he door.
Lewis Baker of Clay, K y., last
seen in Western Players' "Goodbye,
My Fancy," in December, is a
prominent member of the "K ind
Lady" cast. Others in t he production
under the direction of Russell H.
Miller are S ara Downing, Frank
Bacon , Alice Allen, Mar y Ann Reno,
J an etta Williams, Macon Ray,
Martlila H elen Long, Charles Craft,
Kenneth Shore, June Carroll Lewis,
Shirley Risher, Charles Ball and
J ulian Berry.

I

I

I
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Prevue patrons fo und more tha n
the usual quota of dram'a tic chills
ana thrills in Western Players'
spring pr oduction of "Kind Lady"
last night.
Sara Downing gives an excellent
portrayal in the role of the gracious
and aristocratic Mary Herdes,
whose ' kindness results in her becoming an invalid behind nailed
windows. Frank Bacon is properly
smooth and politely terrifying in t he
role of t he double-crossing gang
leader who holds the terrified
"kind . lady" in what seems t o be
a h ypnotic vise.
J oe Kimbrough's artistic setting
captures the melodramatic m ood of
the action and the supporting members of the cast round out the suspense that holds t he interest in
Russell H. Miller's new version of
Edward Chodorov's psychological
melodrama.
Both general admission and reserved tickets will be on sale at the
box office in Van Meter auditorium
tonight where the play is being presented. Curtain time is set for 8:15

p.m.
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Western Kentucky State College
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

PAUL GARRETT, President
Presents

TI-IE WESTERN PLAYERS
In

By

EDWARD CHODOROV
ADAPTED FROM A STORY BY HUGH WALPOLE
Directed by
RUSSELL H. MILLER

Thursday Evening, April Fifth
VAN METER AUDITORIUM.··8:15 P. M.

··SPRING

PRODUCTION··
1951

WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS

are an activity of
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head

Technical Staff for "KIND LADY"
Stage Manager __ __________________________ ___ _________________ __________________________ Mary Ann Reno
Scenic Artist ____________________________________________ ________ __ __________________________ Joe Kimbrough
Crew __________________________________________ .__________ _-------------------------------------------- _____________ _
June B. West, Shirley Risher, Charles Craft, Julian Berry, Jane
Banks, James Elam, James Eaton, Robye Anderson, Alice Allen, Nan
Doss Lewis Baker, June Carroll Lewis, Kenneth Shore, George
Baxt~r, Herman T. Brawner, Lynn Miller.

CAST (as they speak)
Mr. Fo!)ter -------------------------------- _______________-______ ----------- ______________ _____ __ ___ Lewis Baker
Butler --~ - - --------------------------- ______________________ -----------------_____________________ :___ Julian Berry
Mary Herries --___ _____________________ __________________________ __ -----___________ __________ Sara Downing
Lucy Weston -------------------- __________________________________________________ ________ Mary Ann Reno
Rose -----------------------------------------_______ ______ ------------------,----__________________________ Alice Allen
Phyllis Glenning ______________________________________________________ ---_____________ Janetta Williams
Peter Santard ---- __________________________________________________ --------______________________ Macon Ray
Henry Abbott ---------------------------___________________________ ---------------------- ______ Frank Bacon
Ada -------------------- __________________________________ --------------- ___________________ Martha Helen Long
Doctor -------------------___________________________________ ----------------------___________ _______ Charles Craft
Mr. Edwards ------------------------ ______________________________ ------------______________ Kenneth Shore
Mrs. Edwards ------------------------______________________________________________ J une Carroll Lewis
Aggie Edwards __ __________________ ___ _________________________ ______ ---------- ____________ Shirley Risher
Gustav Rosenberg ----------------------------__________________________ ----------------------Charles Ball

Script Assistants ________________ ____________ ____________ ____ Elizabeth Fugate, Julian Berry
Construction ______________________________________________________ ------------------ _____________ ____ ___ _______ _
James Eaton, B. B. Brown, Lewis Baker, Charles Craft, James Elam,
June B. West.
Set Decoration ___________________ _________________________ ___ Shirley Risher, Robye Anderson

SCENESPrologue
An Afternoon in Spring.
Act One-

Properties _____________ ___ ______________ ______ ________ __ ______ __ -----------------____________________ ______ ______ _
George Baxter, Mary Ann Reno, James Eaton, Elizabeth Fugate

Scene I-Late Christmas Eve several years before.
Scene 2-After dinner the following January.

Lighting -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B. B. Brown, Kenneth Shore, Paul Koenen, George Baxter, Lewis Baker

Ten Minute Intermission

Sound and Special Effects ____ ______ __________________.________ ____________ __ ____________ J ames Elam

Act Two-

Costumes ___ ___________ ______ _____ ___ ____________ _____ ___ ____ _________ _________ ____ ________ Elizabeth Fugate

An afternoon later in January.

Make-Up __ ___ __ ___________________________ ____ ___ ____ ______ _________ _____ ___ ____ _____________________________ _____
Jane Banks, Joe Kimbrough, June Carroll Lewis, Herman T. Brawner

Ten Minute Intermission

Publicity Artist ____________________ ____________ __ ______ __________________________________ Joe Kimbrough
Programs ____________ _______________ ___ ______ __ ___________ ______ ________________ ___________ Robye Anderson
Box Office ___________ _________ ________________ ______________ ___________ __________ ___ Mrs. Gussie Havard
House Manager ___ ______ __ _____ ______ _______________________________________ _________---Hugh Noffsinger

Act ThreeAn afternoon the following summer.
Epilogue
The action of the play takes place in the downstairs living room of
Mary Herries' home in Montague Square, London.

I Western ,Players Receive
Praise 'For "Kind La,dy"

.

By Mrs. E;.rl A. 1\loore

the plot. Mar tha Helen Long ) as

From the rise of the ,curtain for
the prologue to the satisfying epi.logue, the audience assembled in
Van Meter auditorium Thursday
night for the Western Players' production "Kind Lady," directed by
Russell H. Miller, responded most
sensitively to every nuarice of the
presentation. Before a word was
spoken the spectators were fascinated by the artistically prepared
setting, which represented the Iiving room in the home of Mary Herries in Montague square, London.
Sara Downing gave an outstandingly sympathetiC portra:yal of Mary Herries, the "kind lady" of Edward Chodorov's adaptation of
Hugh Walpole's mystery. Th is difficult role, requiring a nice balance
between yielding to her kindly, impulses and · following her inr.tincts
of self-preservation, was adn'itly
handled.
.
Sharing the honors of this tl'iumph was Frank Bacon, who played Henry Abbott, a vicious character who preyed on the generosity
of the "kind lady. "

Ada, enamored of Henry Abbott,
was most convincing, as were
Charles Craft in the role of doct.or
and Julian Berry in that of butler.
Then came the Edwards family,
a tough trio from the London
slums. Kenneth Shore as Mr. Edwards, June Carroll Lewis as Mrs.
Edwards, and Shirley Risher as
Aggie, the daughter with kleptomaniac tendencies, worked in most
hamonious gangster fashion, furnishing a humorous touch that relieved the tension of the audience
even while it gasped 'at the cruelty
of these .crooks .
• • •
CHARLES BALL appeared as
Gustav Rosenberg, the suave art
dealer from Paris. The spectators
held their breath while Mary Harries smuggled a letter to him to
take to the outside world. He held
us in suspense until , his· exit, a
marvelous bit of acting, and then
shocked us .by his failure to understand the situation.
Now came Lewis Baker as Mr.
Foster, who found it hard to beiieve
the awful situation which Mary Herries .managed to reveal to him. The
suspense reached its highest point
as Mr. Foster took his departure
carrying the letter to the outside
world and with it the hopes of Miss
Herries for release from her tormentors. 'He broke the suspense
and earned the plaudits of a hero
when he returned with the longawaited aid. Once again Mary Herries was free .
Many were the expressions of
praise from the local theatergoers
for the director, his actors, and .his
crew of behind-the-scenes assistants ..

* * •

EACH I\lEMBER of the support·

ing cast contributed liberally toward making the sordid realism of
treachery seem plausible. Alice AIlen as Rose endeared herself to the
audience by her faithful attendance
on Mary Herries and in the brief
scene where she tried to warn her
mistress of the evil influence at
work the show belonged to Rose.
Mary Ann Reno as- Lucy Weston
was .a, ' carefree, ldvable person, as
she ~'ent on her way to the Riviera
and St. Moritz. Janetta . Williams
and Macon Ray as Phyllis Glenning
and peter Santard, an engaged coupIe, ' furnished a most sophisticated
comedy element an.d ably sustained
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Va riety Show
Auditions Are
Scheduled Tonight

Russell Miller To Direct
Sequ.~l to Southside USA
A sequel to tlie' highly successful
variety show "southside U. S. A."
which was presented in Bowling
Green and Smiths Grove last October will be staged at Van Meter
auditorium the middle of May undel' the direction of Russell H. MilI ler.
This announcement was made
yesterday by Mrs. Audrey Jackson,
finance chairman for the Boys club
of .Bowling Green. "Southside U. S.
A." was produced last--fall to raise
funds for the local club, and proceeds of the new show also will
be used in the club's recreation
program for underprivileged boys.

• • •

MR. MILLER of the English department at Western State College
will originate an entirely ,new type
I of show this spring under the title
"Swingtime," using much of the
same talent he used in producing
"Southside U. S. A."
The latter production was a
variety show built around the music developed in ' various sections of
the soUthland. "Swing-time" will
follow a different pattern ' by depicting and dramatizing various in-

fo..f"k
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fluences that have affected American popular music tl}rough the past
15 years. While "Southside" spotted
music according to geographical
location, "Swingtime" will develop
American music according to periods beginning with the early vaude- I
ville days back in 1903 up to our
present "swing" era.
"
I
Mr. Miller already has appointed ,I
his director of 'music for "Swing- Ii
time." He is Dave Livingston,
senior music student at Western
who, with his orchestra, furnished
the musical stylings and backgrounds for "Southside." A choregrapher and other aS$istants . will
also be named by the director in
the near future.
* • .*
AUDITIONS FOR the new show
will be held Monday night at 7 p.
m. at Van Meter auditorium. Singers, instrumentalists, ' comedians,
imitators, jugglers, acrobats, dancers, magicians and other entertainers are needed. Mr. Miller has
appealed for those who worked in
"Southside U. S. A." to tryout •
for the new show.
r
Mrs. Jackson said that "Swingtime" is being developed by Mr.
Miller because of popular demar.d. t '
Approximately 4,000 persons saw
"Southside U. S. A." last October
ana urged that it be followed up
with a sequel along the same lines.

I

Russell H. Miller, who will produce an original variety show called "Swingtime" at Van Meter auditorium the middle of May, stated
today additional talent is needed
1 for parts in the production. He has
called a second meeting for auditions for 7 p .m. tonight at Van
Meter auditorium.
The show, which was written by
Mr. Miller, will depict the Vb-rio us
periods of American music from
vaudeville days up to 1951. All proceeds from the production will
benefit the Boys' club of Bowling
Green.
The first auditions for dancers,
singers, m u sic 1 a n s, acrobats,
jugglers and other types of entertainers were held on Monday night.
Mr. Miller said the turn-out was
good, but additional entertainers are
needed.
.....
Already named assistants to the
director' are David -Livingston, director of orchestration, Pearl Rutledge, director of choregraphy, and
otto Mattei, director of music.

1
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Final Auditions
For /lSwingtim~"
Set For Tonight
Russell H. Miller, who will direct the variety show "Swingtime"
to be presented in May for the
benefit of the Boys Club of Bowling
Green, stated today that final auditions will be held tonight at 7 p.m.
at Van Meter auditorium for parts
In the production.
The second audition held last II
night was well attended, Mr; Miller
stated, and 52 persons already are
cast in the show which will depict
the various periods of American
music.
Already selected for parts are
Pearl Rutledge, Jeanne Broadus,
Bonita Hall, Elizabeth Fugate, Edith
Love Hawkins, Margaret Ross, June
B. West, Jane 'Banks, Harriet Billeter, Mary Jo Flaherty, Shirley Moulder, Lynn Miller, Nan Doss, Pat Fenwick, Helen Kirby Myers, Tyler Ann
Diemer,- Alicia Rawlins, Mary Jo
Roemer, Shirley Ann Chandler, Margaret Gilliam, Barbara Brauner, Joanne and Rudy Rudolph, Jo Ann
Jones, O. V. Clark Jr., Joe Kim' brough, Tom Fox, Bill Stephens,
Robert T. Franklin, Norris C. Hayes
Jr., Bill Hardcastle, James Sacca,
Ralph Fernandez, Leslie Thomas,
Norman House, Joe Harris, Earl E.
Moore, Julian Berry:, Russell Brown,
Steve Roemer Jr., Mike Aoun, Herman T. Brauner, Carlyle ,Callis, the
Rifleaires and the Four Gents quartet.
'
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Practice For "S w ingtime" Gets- Under Way

RUSSELL H. MILLER, left seated, director of "Swing time," discusses a musical score with David Livingston,
who is, iD charge of musical stylings and orchestrations. Standing are Otto Mattei, musical director; O. V.
Clark Jr., Boys Club chairman; and Pearl Rutledge, choreographer. The production is set for May 15, 16.
For. complete HoI'7, turn ' to page 8. "Swingtime" reviews popular music for the paIIt 50 ;years.
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"Swingtime" To Review Past' 50 Years
I

\
"Swingtime," a musical revue
d ram atizing American p o p u I a r the same quartet that guided the n um erous reque~ ts from fa culty,
oth
er
r
evue
.
studen
ts,
and
ci
tizens
of Bowling
m usic through the p ast fifty years ,
The committee f or the Boys Club Green - for a n other s how with
to be presented h ere May 15 an d
16, will be the final production of includes 0 .. V. Clark Jr., cha ir- American p opular music keep cornthe year for th e Western Players m an, Audrey Jackson, Mrs. James ing ."
Searcy, Jack Clayton, Tommle Dieand the play production classes of mer,
* * *
and Gus Winkenhofer .
LAST WEEK'S A U 1) I T ION S
the English department.
In di,scussing · the plan for the brought out a wealth of talent from
Ordinarily the second production
of the semester is in the n a ture of new revue, Mr. Miller sta tes, "Sev- which the following cas tings were
workshop to which the public is eral things influenced t he decision made: O . V. Clark Jr., .Norris C.
invited, but, learning of the nature to make the last production of the Hayes, June B . West, Joanne a nd
of the program, directors of the Western Players' season a revue. Rudy Wesley, Russell Brown, The
Bowling Green War Memorial Boys It provides an opportunity for the Rifleaires, Joe Kimbrough, Bill
Club were eager to assurne the students to work with entirely dif- Stephens, Bonita Hall, Leslie Thomfinancial responsibility of the pro- fer ent techniques of ~tagecraft from as, The -Four Gents, Jane Hanlr};,
duction and present it as a benefit the more conventional forms usual- Earl Moore, James S acca, Harrlet
for the local club's program f or ly ~ us ed in producing the college' Billeter, Tom Fox, Pearl Rutledge,
r e c rea t ion for u n d e r priv- play. Too, many of the students Margaret Ross, Edith Love H awgoing out into teaChing will be kins , Jeanne Broadus , Bob Frankleged boys.
called upon to work with produc- lin, Joe Harris, Elizabeth Fugate.
In this way, "Swingtime" be- tion of programs of this type. The Billie Hardcastle, Lynn Miller, Nan
comes a successor to "Sout hside k - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - ;=
Doss, Mike Aoun, Frank Ba~on,
U. S. A." the musical and variety
Julian Berry, Charles Carft, Bal"show presented by the Western
bara ~ Brawner, H erman T. Bra·.vPlayers last year .
ner, Carlyle Callis, Shirley A.'1n
.
Chandler, Tyler Ann Diemer, Ezra
* * *
RUSSELL H. MILLER of the
Davis, Pat F enwick , Ralph GerEnglish department is directing the
nandez, Mary Joe Flaherty, Rob-project as he did "Southside U. S .
ert T . Franklin, Margaret Gilli:1.m,
A." Mr. Miller has included in his
Norman House, Jo Ann Jones, Shirproduction staff: Dave Livingston
ley Moulder, Helen Kirby Myers ,
in charge of musical stylings and
Alicia Rawlins, Mary Jo Roemer .,
orchestration, Pearl Rutledge as
Frank Bacon, . Joan Browning, Dee
choreographer, and Otto Mattei in
Dowding, Shirley Ann chandler,
charge of musical direction. This is
'Margeret Gilliam, Joe Hope, Pat
Maestroleo, and Preacher Moore.
A technical crew composed of
June Carroll Lew i s , Joe Kimbrough, Kenneth Shore, Shirley
Risher, Mary Ann Reno, Paul Koenen; Phyllis Blakieman; and members of the play production classes
are planning the stagecraft for the
stylized settings of "Swingtime."

Collc,,_ Hei,h-l~ f-Iera.ld
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d
are practicing one of the many dance routines, which will highligh~ ..Swingtlme,". a
ese ancers
t d ext month at Van Meter aUditorium for benefit of the Bowhng
musical, va~ety show to be :~es:ee l::t to right, Mary Ann Reno, Russell H. Miler, director; David LivPat Fenwick,
Rawlings, Tyler Ann Diemer, Jo Ann Jones, Helen
K~bY Myers, Bonita Han and Pearl Rutledge, director of choreography.

Th
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"Swingtime," a home talent production revIewing popular music cif the past 50 yea.rs, Is to be
presented in Vanmeter aUditorum May 15 and 16 lor the benefit 01 the local Boys Club.

'1 he show is now in rehearsal and the commit tee promises ' a fitting sequel to last year's very
popular "Southside, ll. S. A." which enjoyed re~eat performances in Bowling Green and Smiths
Grove.
In the picture are members of the direct.ing committee and The American National Bank presentl
the group and salutes the approximately '70 members 01 the cast as "Citizens 01 the Week" and
urges public support of their efforts to assist a w'!rthwhlle local enterprise.
Standing, left to right, are: Otto Mattei, director of music; Mrs. Pearl Rutledge, director' of
choreography; O. V. Clark Jr., chairman 01 the Boys Club committee, Seated (left to right) are
Russell H. Miller, producer and director, and David Livingston, direct!Jr of orchestration.

Safe And Friendly

".

Musical Review Set For
Next Week In "Swingtime"
"Swingtime," a m usical r eview to
be presented by t he w estern players at 8:15 p. m ., May IS, 16, is a
summary of American music from
the early vaudeville days to the
present.
The r eview, a sequel to "Southside, U. S. A." presented by the
Players last October, is divided in to three parts.

• • *

THE FIRST PAR T, "Sentimental
Journey" dram atizes the tren d in
popular music of t he last fifty years.
The music and d ances in this part
are those that were popular in the
era s of ragtime, vaudeville," t he
"Yankee Doodle" days of World
Wa r I, the minstrels, the collegiate
'20's, the day of the Ziegfield craze,
a nd the jive period, which included
everyt h in g from boogie-woogie to
be-bop.
The second part depicts in production numbers the "outside U.

FEATURED IN "SWINGTIME"-O. V. Clark (left) and Joe Kimbrough
are' two of the many local favorite. featured In the new musical revue,
"Swlngtlme." Under the direction of Russell H. Miller, "Swlngtlme"
will be presented In Van Meter auditorium on May 15 and 16 for the
benefit of the Boys club of Bowling Green. Both Mr. Clark and Mr.
Kimbrough will be remembered for their performances in '!Soutbside
U. S. A.," the hit show produced last October by Mr. Miller. Mr, Clark
Is also chairman of a special committee comJl9Sed of Boys club board
members supervising the production. Mr. K~brough Is aMlstlng In
publIcity for t he show.

MOoY
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S . A." influence on our popular
m usic. Music of th e P acific islands,
the British isla nds a nd t he Carri-,
bean areas.
The third par t is called "Showtime - Bowling Green." Some of
t he outstanding shows and personalities seen by Bowling Green audiences in '50 and '51 will be present ed in a burlesque summary.
Members of the directional staff
are: Russell H. Miller , director;
o tto Mattei, musical directo;; P earl
Rutledge, choreographer ; Dave Livingston , orchestration ; ana Mary
Ann R eno, assistan t director.

* * •

THE TECHNICAL GROUP fr om
t he play production classes includ es June Lewis, Joe Kimbrough ,
Shirley Rish er, Ha l Gomer, Phyllis
Blakeman, Paul K eon en , B. B.
Brown, John Berry, Louis Baker,
Charles Craft , J ames Elam , George
Baxter, Marvin Eaton, Elizabeth Fugate, Kenneth Shore, Mary Ann
Reno, J ane Ban ks, June West , K atllerine Smith, and Alice Allen.
Members of t he cast are: Mike
Aoun, F rank Bacon, Jane B an ks,
Julian Berr y, Harriet Billiter, H er m an T . Brawnee, Joann Browning,
Russell Brown , Carlyle CalliS, Shirley Ann Chandler, O. V. Clark Jr.,
Charles Craft, Lloyd C. DaviS,
Tyler Ann Diemer, Nan Doss, Dee
Dowdin g, P at F enwick, Mary J oe
Flaherty, Tom Fox, Robert Franklin, Elizabeth Fugate, Doris Ann
_Gaines, Margaret Gilliam, Bon ita
Ha~l ,-Bil l HardCastle, J oe Ha rris,
EdIth Love Hawkins , Norris H ayes,
Joanne a nd Rudy Wesley, Jo Ann
Jones, Joe Kimbrough, Dave Livingston, Ruth and Merle Martin
Lynn Miller, June Mitchell, Eari
Moore, Shirley Moulder, Helen Kirby Myers, Alicia Rawlins, "Cookie"
R eno, the R ifleaires (Ezra Davis ,
JO\! H ope, J im Sacca a nd P at Maestroleo, Steve R oem er Jr., Mar gar et Ross, P earl R utledge J ohn
Simpson, Bill Stevens, Les Thom as
and June West.
Gener al a dmission tickets, sold by
m embers of the cast have gone on
sale and sale of reserved seats by
the bursar 's office will begin' Monday.
The production is for "th e benef~t
of Ithe Bowling Green War Mem orial Boys' Club. Members of the
Boys' Club committee workin g with
the Wes~ern Players are O. V.
Clark Jr. , Audrey J ackson, Mrs.
James Searcy, J ack Clayton, Tom
Diemer, and Gus Winkenh ofer .

Ma.y
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"Swingtime" To Open Two-Day Stand
At Van M~ter Auditorjum On Tuesday

Moore, Shirley Moulder, Helen Kirby Myers, Alicia Rawlins, "Cookie"
Reno, the Rifleaires (Ezra Davis,
Joe Hope, Jim Sacca and Pat
Maestroleo), Steve Roemer Jr.,
Margaret Ross, Pearl Rutledge,
John Simpson, Bill Stevens, Les
Tho~as and June West.
General admission tickets will be
sold by members of the cast, at
Pearson's Drug Store, C. D. S. No.
2, Royal Music Store and D & F
Market. Reserve seats go on ole
tomorrow at the bursar's office at
Western.
The production will benefit the
Boys Club of Bowling Green. Members ' of the Boys club committee
working with the Western, Players
are O. V. Clark Jr., Mrs. Audrey
Jackson, Mrs. James Searcy, Jack
Clayton, Thomas Diemer and
August Winkenhofer Jr.

p(U"k.
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Assisting Russell H. Miller
phases of the production of "Swingtime," to be presented next
Tuesday and Wednesday at 8:15 p. m. in Van Meter auditorium, are, left to right, June' Carroll Lewis
and Kenneth Shore, ' both members of the Western Players. Frank Bacon (right) will be cast as narrator In one of the many sequences of the 2* -hgur show which will benefit the Boys Club of Bowling
Green.
By Audrey Jackson
The finishing touches are being
added to the 2Y., -hour variety show,
"Swingti~e," which will open Tuesday at 8:15 p .m. for a tWO-day
showing at Van Meter auditorium.
Russell H. Miller, director of the
production and creator of the successful "Southside U. S. A." viewed
by hundreds of Warren countians
last October, stated yesterday that
"Swingtime" is to be even IIlDre
lavish in its scenery, lighting and,
costumes. The cast of 75 has been
carefully chosen, he continued, to
interpret the varied parts in the
show "to eliminate an amateur appearance."
Mr. Miller emphasized that the
Western Players, who he directs in
several yearly appearances in connection with the college dramatics
department, deserve praise for their
skill in the technical work of
; "Swingtlme," including designing
the sets, painting, lighting effects,
etc.

tei, musical director ; Pearl Rutledge, choregrapher; Dave Livingston, orchestration, and Mary Arm
Reno, assistant director.
•
The technical group from Western's play production classes include June Carroll Lewis, Joe Kimbrough, Shirley Risher, Hal Gomer,
Phyllis Blakeman, Paul Keonen,
B. B. Brown, John Berry, Louis
ijaker, Charles Craft, James Elam,
,O eorge Baxter, '. Marvin Eaton,
Elizabeth Fugate, Kenneth Shore,
Mary Ann Reno, Jane Banks, June
West and Alice Allen.
.

Aoun, Frank Bacon, Jane Banks,
Julian Berry, Harriett Billiter, Herman T. Brawnee, Joann Browning,
Russell Brown, Carlyle Callis, Shirley Ann Chandler, O. V. Clark Jr.,
Charles Craft, Lloyd ·C. David,
Tyler Ann Diemer,' Nan Doss, Dee
Dowding, Pat Fenwick, Mary Joe
Flaherty, Tom Fox, Robert Franklin, Elizabeth Fugate, Doris Ann
Gaines, Margaret Gilliam, Bonita
Hall, Bill Hardcastle, Joe Harris,
Edith Love Hawkins, Norris Hayes,
Joarme and Rudolph ·Wesley, Jo
Ann Jones, Joe Kimbrough, Dave
• • •
Livingston, Ruth and Merle Martin,
MEMBERS OF the cast are Mike Lynn Miller, June Mitchell, Earl

• • •

"SWINGTIME" is to be presented
In three parts. The first part, "A
Sentimental Journey," will take t he
audience down memory lane with
songs from the old Palace vaudeville days through the Ziegfield era.
P art two will feature "Far Away
Places" in music, and how our
American composers used such locales as Hawaii, Ireland, China,
Trinidad, and San Domingo as inspirations for their compOSitions.
A highlight of the entire show will
be part three, entitled "Showtime:
Bowling Green, 1950-'51," in which
members of the cast will present
"take-offs" on talent and shows
which have been viewed in Bowling
Green In the past year.
Members of the directional staff
are Mr. Miller, director; Otto MatSWINGTll\iE CAST-Members of the cast for "Swing time," to be presented at Van Meter auditorium on
May 15 and 16, receive 'Instructions from Russell H. Miller, who is producing the show to benefit the
Boys' Club of Bowling Green. Lett to right: Jo Anne Jones, Mike Aown, Tyler Ann Diemer, Helen Kirby
Myers, Pat Fenwick. Alicia Rawlings, Russell Brown, David Livingston, Norris C. Hayes Jr., BonitaHall, Joe Kimbrough, Pearl Rutledge, Bill Stephens, Russell H. Miller, O. V. Clark, Tom Fox, Edith Love
Hawkins Charles Craft, Robert T. Franklin, Lynn Miller, and Nan Doss. Mrs. Rutledge is supervising the
choreogr~phY for the show and David Livingston is directing the orchestration. "Swingtime" is a sequel
to the very popular "Southside, U. S. A.," musical variety show which received enthusiastic praise from
capacity audiences in Bowling Green and Smiths Grove last October.
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Admit One

SWINGTIME
Van Meter Auditorium
Tuesday, May 15, 1951 8:15 P.M.
Wednesday, May 16, 1951 8:15 P.M.
General Admissio n, tax incl. 65c

·1 What D'Ya Know

6Y UNOA USTfNS

" Swlngtime" In The Springtime

j

We're very pleased that Russell Miller has' heeded the many requests for a sequel to "Southside U. S. A." and has come up with
a nother local musical revue wh ich will be given Tuesday and
Wednesday nights in Van Meter auditorium ..• the new product ion is named "Swingtime" and could be called a "melodic melange
of American popular music" •.• it's built on musical memories and
dramatizes tJhe tunes which have kept America singing for the past
50 years . .. in other words it's a sentimental journey down songmemory lane . . . we just don't believe it could be better or more
entertaining than "Southside U. S . A." which RusSell gave last fall,
but some of those who have watched rehearsals assure us that
"Swingtime" is going to be better than "Southside" and all we've
gotta says is it's goita go some to top that one ... Russell arranged
and directed "Southside" and is also arranging and directing
"Swingtime" and, like "Southside", all proceeds from the show will
go t:o the Boys Club ... tJhe cause alone is worthy of your attendance
at the show but all who remember "Southside" will need no "bait"
to get them to "Swingtime" . .. in "Swingtime" Russell again departs
from his established field of drama that has brought, through the
Western Players productions, some of the most popular and newest
developments in American theater to Bowling Green audiences •••
again he has the very able assistance of otto Mattei, musical
director, Pearl Rutledge, Choreographer, and David Livingstone,
orchestra leader ... the specially stylized settings were designed and
e~e cuted by the play production classes at Western and members of
'the Western Players ... . the cast includes many of the favorites
from "Southside" in addition to many new performers who will be
favorites •••. reserve seat tickets for either night may be obtained'
from Mrs. Gussie Havard in the bursar's office and general admission tickets may be gotten at C. D. S. No. 6, Pearson's, Royal Music
store and D. 'and F. Market.•. •
- :- :-

-.-
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Miss Jane Banks and O. V. Clark Jr., swing Into a rehearsal of their
"Jives and Bebop" number, which will be a highlight of tonight's
presentation of "Swingtime" at Van Meter auditorium. The production,
scheduled for 8:15 p. m." fatures a cast of 75 and is being presented
for benefit of the local Boys club. The variety show alse is to be presented tomorrow night. General admission tickets are 65 cents and
reserved seats, $1.30, tax includeli, and may be purchased at CDS No.6,
D&F Drive-In Mark~t, Pearson's Drug Sotre and at the box office.
Russell H. Miller Is the director.
-
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HIGHLIGHT OF SWINGTIME-Eleanor Powell and Fred ~staire have nothing on Pearl Rutledge when' It
comes to utlizing props for her dancing. Above the nimble dancer demonstrates the "Powell technic" as
she dances on a huge drum in the "Sa n Domingo" number highlighting Part II of "Swingtome," presented last night at Van Meter ap,ditorium. Creating rhy thm on the tom toms are, left ·to right, Carly~e Callis,
Steve Roemer , Les Thomas, Charles Craft, Russell Brown and Julian Berry. "Swingtimc" will be repeated
tonght at 8:15 to raise additional funds for the Bo ys Club of Bowling Green .

"

"
A MUSICAL REVUE
Arranged and Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
Musical Direction by

Choreography by

OTTO MATTEI

PEARL RUTLEDGE
Orchestration by
DAVID LIVINGSTON

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

Tuesday and Wednesday

May 15th and 16th
8:15 P. M.

This program was conceived and produced for the purpose
of raising funds for the Bowling Green
War Memorial Boys' Club.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

"SWINGTIME"
Part I
A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY DOWN SONG-MEMORY LANE
Sentimental JourneyO. V. Clark, Jr., Dee Dowding, Margaret Ross, Joanne ·
Rudolph.
The Palace Vaudeville-1903.
"Hayes and Girls".
Norris C. Hayes, Pat Fenwick, Jo Ann Jones, Bonita
Hall, Helen K. Myers, Tyler Diemer, Margaret Gilliam,
Shirley Chandler.
AcrobaticsShelby and Hoyte Harwood, Cecil Schirtzinger· and Joe
Goodman.
"Joanne and Rudy"-By themselves.
"Sophie Tucker West" - J une B. West.
Attendant-Mary Ann Reno.
"Beatrice Kaye"-Pearl Rutledge.
Yankee Doodle Days of World War 1Frank Bacon, Joe Kimbrough, Leslie Thomas, J 0 ann
Browning, Julian Berry, O. V. Clark, Jr., Steve Roemer,
Jr., Bill Stephens, Charles Craft, Car 1 y 1 e Callis, Bob
Franklin, James Sacca, Wesley Rudolph, Bill Hardcastle,
Earl Moore, Russell Brown.
Southern MinstrelsOlio-J oanne and Rudy.
Interlocutor-O. V. Clark, Jr.
End l\lJ:en-J ames Ray Vaughan and Ronald Meeks.
SpecialsCharles Craft, Jane Banks, Russell Brown, Norris Hayes.
Minstrel CircleEdith Love Hawkins, Jane Banks, Nan Doss, Dee Dowding, Ruth Martin, Myrl Martin, James Sacca, Charles
Craft, Julian Berry, Carlyle Callis, Russell Brown, Steve
Roemer.
The Collegiate '20'sJoe Kimbrough, Bonita Hall, Harriet Billeter, Pea r I
"Rutledge, Pat Fenwick, Jo Ann Jones, Helen K. Myers,
Alicia Rawlins, Tyler Diemer, Margaret Gilliam, Shirley
Chandler, Joann Browning, Mary Ann Reno, Lynn Miller,
Margaret Ross, Mary J 0 Flaherty, Shirley Moulder, Doris
Gaines, Herman T. Brawner, Joe Harris, Russell Brown,
Carlyle 'Callis, Leslie Thomas, Julian Berry, C h a r 1 e s
Craft, Bill Hardcastle, Mike Aoun.
Swinging the BluesTom Fox, June Mitchell, Bonita Hall, Norris Hayes, Earl
Moore.
The Ziegfield EraSoloists-Edith Love Hawkins, Shirley Moulder, Margaret
Ross, Pearl Rutledge, Dee Dowding, Tom Fox.
Helen K. Myers, Mary Ann Reno, Joanne Rudolph, Pat
Fenwick, Tyler Diemer, Joann Browning, Alicia Rawlins,
Edith Love Hawkins, Charles Craft, Russell Brown, Bill
Stephens, Herman T. Brawner, Earl Moore.

9.

Jive and BeBopDavid Livingston and orchestra, O. V. Clark, Jr., Shirley
Chandler, Bonita Hall, Norris C. Hayes, Jane Banks, Joe
Kimbrough, Harriet Billeter.
INTERMISSION OF TEN MINUTES

Part II
FAR-AWAY PLACES
Narrator-FRANK BACON
10. Songs of the IslandsJ ames Sacca, Joe Kimbrough, June B. West.
Island DancersBonita Hall, Helen K. Myers, Pat Fenwick, Joann Browning, JoAnne Jones.
11. " A Wee Bit Of Scotch"-Mary Jo Flaherty and Dee Dowding.
12. "They Called It Ireland"Robert T. Franklin, Joe Harris, Bill Stephens, Elizabeth
Fugate, James Sacca.
Irish DancersPat Fenwick, Tyler Diemer, Alicia Rawlins, Helen K.
Myers.
13. Limehouse, London-Edith Love Hawkins, Bonita Hall.
14. "Crossroads of the Seven Seas"-TrinidadPat Fenwick, Mike Aoun, Jane Banks, Earl Moore, Joe
Kimbrough, Bill Stephens.
15. San DomingoSoloist-O. V. Clark, Jr.
Dance-Pearl Rutledge.
"By Goshes"Charles Craft, Julian Berry, Steve R 0 e.m e r, Leslie
Thomas, Carlyle Callis, Russell Brown.
INTERMISSION OF TEN MINUTES

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

Part III
SnOWTIME-BOWLING GREEN, 1950-'51
Narrator-O. V. CLARK, JR.
"Southside U. S. A."-Entire company.
"La Boheme"-Edith Love Hawkins, Norris Hayes.
Charles Laughton-Bill Hardcastle.
Gene Autry and Smiley BurnetteCharlie Arbuckle and Bill Dewese.
"Curse You, Jack Dalton"Elizabeth Fugate, Lynn Miller, Bill Stephens.
Gorgeous George, et alHal Taylor, Al Griffin, Gene Rhodes, Earl Moore.
Spike Jones, "Musical Mutilation"Dave Livingston, James Sacca, Jane Banks, C h a r I e s
Craft, Earl E. :Moore, Gene Vaughan, Wesley Rudolph,
Stan Grady, Owen McPeek.
"Varsity Varieties"-Bill Birdwell, Bobby McGuire.
"Swingtime"-Finale-Entire Company. (The song "Swingtime" was written e s p e cia 11 y for this production by
Russell H. Miller and Jean Mattei.)

Swingtime Nets $1;000
For B~ys Club Of City
By Audrey Jackson

The variety show "Swingtime."
presented Tuesday and Wednesday
nights at Van Meter auditorium
under direction of Russell Miller.
realized a profit of approximately
$1.000 for benefit of the Bowling
Green War Memorial Boys club.
Near capacity audiences were on
hand both nights and even the most
critical theater-gael's were quick
to pU,t their stamp of approval on
the highly entertaining show.

.. ..

.

THERE WAS not a dull moment
in the two and one-half hour revue
presented in three acts. and featuring a wealth of talented musicans.

dancers. tumblers. comedians and
imitators. And because of the way
the spectators .reacted to "Swingtime" on opening night. 1.200 persons hurried to the box office for
best seats the following night to
see the show that had everyone
talking.
Skeptics who were speculating
as to whether "Swingtime" could
be as good as "Southside U. S. A....
arranged and produced last October by Mr. Miller. no longer have
to wonder. "Swingtime" was even
better. . . . . with a greater variety
of music. . . . .more songs. dances
. . . . clever impersonations of
local figures. . . . .even an original
composition for the finale by Miller
and Jean Mattei.
Many of the stars of "Southside"
had a number of solo parts in
"Swingtime." O . V. Clark. Joe Kimbrough. Bonita Hall. Bill Hardcastle.
Dee Dowding. Norris Hayes. June
West and a score of others brought
applause from the spectators as
the spotlight swung in their ' direction for various interpretations.
Pearl Rutledge's take-off on "Beatrice Kay" .. . .. Bonita Hall's "capture" of Joe Kim bra ugh w h i 1 e
vocalizing "Maw. He's , Making Eyes
at Me".' •• .. Edith Love Hawkins'
and Norris Hayes' version of "La
Boheme" ...• "Gorgeous George:'
complete with valet. stroll1ng nonchalimtly about the stage in his
"gorgeous" orchid negligee and
blond eurls . . . . . these were' just
a few of the high sports ' of the
show. And no one who saw "Swingtime" will soon forget Bill Birdwell
and Bobby McGuire's impersonations of Western's faculty. or Bill
Hardcastle's
interpretation
of
Charles , Laughton's oratory.

..

. ..

BUT TO MY way of thinking. the

-0-

"Swlngtlme" Cast
Is Entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Williams. proprietors of The Boots and Saddle
Club. gave a buffet supper last
night at the club for members of
the cast and the backstage crew of
"Swingtime." musical production
given inl Van Meter auditorium
Tuesday and last nights. The supper
followed the show's last performance.
' ...
-0-
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real stars of "Swingtime' were the
directors and the crew. Russell Miller's ' artistry in staging and production 15 undisputed. The abundance of sCintilliating dance routines throughout ' the revue attest
to tlfe talents of Pearl Rutledge
and her skill at choreography. otto
Mattei's magic gift for musical direction was clearly exhibited. And
truly neat was the keyboard artisty
and the orchestrial perfection of
Dave Livingston and band.
Special credit should be given to
the technical staff drawn from members of the play production classes
of Mr. Miller and the Western
Players.
The costumes. especially designed by Mrs. James Searcy. Jane
Banks and Mary Ann Reno. and
executed' . by Pea r l's Alteration
' Shop. were professional .looking in
every detail. Period costumes were
loaned by Will1am T. Beard.
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